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ABSTRACT

Electronic Properties of Molecular Silicon

Haixing Li

This dissertation explores the electronic characteristics of silicon at the single

molecule level. This idea is born as we enter the post-Moore’s law era when the exponen-

tial shrinking of conventional silicon microelectronics has begun to stall and an investiga-

tion of molecular materials is timely. Single-molecule electronic components have shown

promising functionalities such as conductors, switches, and diodes, and single molecule

junctions have become a widely used test-bed for probing electron transport properties at

the molecular level. In this thesis, we use scanning tunneling microscope break junction

method to create single molecule junctions with a variety of silicon molecular wires. Our

results demonstrate electronic properties of silicon beyond it being a semiconductor in its

bulk form.

We begin this work in pursuit of an expanded understanding of low-κ dielectric com-

ponents with an experimental goal on determining the cause of its breakdown. Low-κ

dielectrics are beneficial as they enable faster switching speeds and lower heat dissipa-

tion, however, they tend to breakdown after prolonged usage under an applied voltage.

At the atomic level, low-κ dielectric breakdown involves bond rupture. To determine

which bond breaks easily, we conduct experimental studies on the robustness of individ-

ual chemical bonds that are commonly found in low-κ dielectrics. We subject the single

molecule junctions to a high bias and investigate the breakdown phenomenon of indi-

vidual Si-Si, Ge-Ge, Si-O, and Si-C bonds. Among these, Si-C proved to be significantly



more durable than the others. To further prove our hypothesis that the Si-Si bond rup-

tures under the applied high bias, we design a two-path molecular structure consisting

of a Si-Si bond in parallel with a naphthyl group. The broken junction shows conduction

through the naphthyl pathway, strongly indicating that the Si-Si bond is breaking. This

demonstrates a method for probing the bond cleavage under an electric field and provides

insights to the weak links in low-κ dielectrics.

Next, we study the fundamental charge transport characteristics of single molecule

junctions comprised of Si and Ge-based molecular wires, starting with the simplest form -

linear atomic chains. We observe a slower decay of conductance with increasing length in

the silanes and germanes than in alkanes, indicating that the electronic delocalization in

the Si-Si and Ge-Ge σ-bonds is stronger than that of the well-studied C-C bonds. Further-

more, we demonstrate that this electronic delocalization in the Si-Si and Ge-Ge bonded

backbones enables single-molecule conductance switching. This conductance switch, in-

duced by a mechanical modulation, relies on the nature of the terminal groups and con-

stitutes the first example of a stereoelectronic switch. We also study the molecular con-

ductance of these silanes with metal contacts other than Au, which can potentially open

up interesting avenues as metal varies in its electronic states and catalytic activities. We

find that Ag electrodes enable higher conductance for thiol-terminated silanes than Au

or Pt electrodes.

The electrical properties of more complex silicon structures - silicon rings - were

probed. We choose a five-membered silicon ring as a target system to investigate the

effect of isomerism on single molecule conductance. We find that due to the flexibility of

the ring, multiple conformations contribute to the spread in themeasured conductance for



each isomer. This provides us with a starting point to further compare the conductance

of a variety of silicon rings. We find that most of the silicon rings are less conductive

than their linear counterparts due to the suboptimal backbone conformation for electronic

coupling. In particular, destructive quantum interference appears in one of the bicyclic

structures and leads to an exceptionally low conductance. This is the first example of

a destructive quantum interference feature ever observed experimentally in a σ-bonded

rather than a π-bonded system.

Finally, we investigate the impact of strain on molecular conductance of silanes. In

one case, we introduce the strain using a silacyclobutane ring in the backbone. Unex-

pectedly, we find that ring strain enables a new Au-silacycle binding mode, resulting in a

much higher conductance state. In another molecular design, we choose disilaacenaph-

thene in the backbone. This strained disilane is found to constitute an example of a direct

Si-to-Au contact in single molecule circuits, thereby demonstrating a new binding motif

that is valuable for designing high conducting molecular components.

Taken together, this body of work provides important knowledge about the transport

properties of silicon at the nano-scale, as well as insights on the design of silicon com-

ponents for nanoelectronics. This work represents one step forward to create functional

silicon molecular components.
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Introduction

On December 29th 1959, physicist Richard P. Feyman delivered a talk “There’s Plenty of

Room at the Bottom” at the annual meeting of the American Physical Society.1 This is now

regarded as one of the earliest proposals of making, manipulating and controlling things

on a small scale. “Small scale” can be very small, down to single atoms, as in Feyman’s

example in his proposal of miniaturizing the computer:

“For instance, the wires should be 10 or 100 atoms in diameter, and the circuits should

be a few thousand angstroms across. ”

Feyman considers this speech as an invitation for others to enter a new field of

physics, as well as an opportunity to have an enormous number of technical applications.

“The problems of chemistry and biology can be greatly helped if our ability to see

what we are doing, and to do things on an atomic level, is ultimately developed - a devel-

opment which I think cannot be avoided.”

Decades later, the research field “Molecular Electronics” embodies this idea by us-

ing molecules, nature’s smallest building blocks, to create functional electronic circuits.

Research in this area currently focuses on developing a fundamental understanding of

transport phenomenon at the single molecule level, while exploring the potential for

technological applications in the future. The molecules are attractive due to their sizes

1



in contrast to the micro-fabricated components, for example, the typical commercial fab-

rication node is in tens of nanometers2 and the diameter of a benzene ring is 0.28 nm.3

More importantly, this small size leads to quantum mechanical behaviors that are not

observed in classic systems. These unique properties of molecules provide a fascinating

framework for the theorists to resolve these intricate molecular-scale properties into clear

physical language. Investigations of atomic-scale transport also relies on tools that allow

us to observe and measure the fundamental properties of systems at the molecular scale.

A vast number of tools have been widely used in studies of single molecule

phenomenon, such as single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer4, single-

molecule-based super-resolution light microscopy,5–7 and scanning tunneling microscope

break junction technique (STM-BJ). Invented and developed by scientists in the last

decade,8,9 STM-BJ has been used to uncover the electronic properties of single molecules

bound to metal electrodes. This technique is a modified form of scanning tunneling mi-

croscopy where the STM tip is controlled to repeatedly form and break single molecule

junctions. In my doctoral work, I used this technique to create single molecule circuits

and studied a variety of silicon-based molecules.10–18 With a continuing scaling down of

the silicon devices, our findings provide important insight as they help us understand

the electronic characteristics of silicon at the molecular scale and provide a starting point

towards the realization of silicon-based molecular electronic devices.
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0.1 Silicon: From Bulk to a Molecule

Silicon has been used as the major material for microelectronic devices and has revolu-

tionized our world in the past five decades. The first breakthrough was the invention of

the point-contact transistor in 1947 at Bell labs, then the first metal-oxide semiconductor

field-effect transistor (MOSFET) was demonstrated in 1960;19 numerous innovations in

silicon technology happened in a short period of time. These pioneering works paved the

way for the invention and continual development of integrated circuits,20 which eventu-

ally became an integral part of our modern technology.

Nowwe are still living in the silicon age and technological progress continues. While

the industry keeps on manufacturing smaller silicon transistor nodes with lithographic

technique, researchers are exploring forms of silicon that can realize functionalities useful

at the nanometer scale. One-dimensional (1D) silicon nanowires, assembledwith boron or

phosphor-doped versions, have exhibited rectifying transport similar to planar p-n junc-

tions (Figure 0.1a).21 The coaxial silicon nanowires of p-type/intrinsic/n-type structure

have been shown to function as a solar cell with the energy conversion efficiency of up

to 3.4 percent.22 Two-dimensional (2D) silicene, a silicon analogue of graphene, has been

predicted to have quantum spin hall effect23 and chiral superconductivity24 and has been

reported to work as a field effect transistor at room temperature (Figure 0.1b).25 Three-

dimensional (3D) silicon nanoparticles with controlled size and morphology have played

a significant role in working as the anodes in lithium-ion batteries (Figure 0.1c).26,27 With

the continuing demand for miniaturization, the understanding of the electronic properties

of an even smaller silicon system, a single molecule, becomes relevant and critical.
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Figure 0.1: (a) Field emission scanning electron microscopy image of a crossed silicon
nanowire junction. Scale bar is 2 µm. (b) Schematic of a back-gated silicene transistor. (c)
Three-dimensional view of a silicon pomegranate structure. (orange: silicon) The figures
are adapted from references [21, 25, 26].

Apart from the perspective of fabricating silicon nanoelectronics using molecules,

studies on molecular silicon can also shed light on the problems we encounter in the

usage of bulk silicon materials. For example, materials with dielectric constant smaller

than silicon dioxide have been used in semiconductor manufacturing because a low-κ

dielectric of the same thickness reduces parasitic capacitance, allowing more transistors

packed onto a single chip. However, the low-κ dielectrics are not perfect as they tend to

breakdown after period of use. Researchers have been looking for the underlying cause

of the fragility of these materials and trying to find solutions to eliminate this breakdown

phenomenon. We decided to use a single molecule approach to shed light on this problem,

hence the breakdown behavior of individual bonds commonly found in low-κ dielectrics

can be studied systematically, allowing us to identify the weak bonds that could cause the

breakdown in bulk dielectrics.

Owing to the progress in silicon synthesis and the development in single molecule

electronics, we are now able to create single molecule circuits containing silicon atoms. A

number of observations from the single molecule studies on silanes have shown they ex-

4



hibit behaviors distinct from the commonly studied carbon-based analogs, from the elec-

tron transport properties, junction formation geometries to bond stabilities under high

bias. Examples of such are discussed in this thesis.

0.2 Experimental Method

In order to determine the conductance of a molecule experimentally, we need a method

that can incorporate a molecule into a molecular-size gap and then wire this unit into a

circuit. In recent decades, a number of techniques that measure the conductance of sin-

gle molecules have been developed including mechanically controlled break junctions,28

conductive atomic force microscopes,29 electromigration,30,31 nanoparticle arrays,32 and

functionalized carbon nanotube and graphene electrodes.33–36The technique this thesis

focuses on is the scanning tunneling microscope break junction (STM-BJ),8,9 and we pro-

vide a brief overview here in this section.

In the STM-BJ method, we measure the conductance of single molecules bound to

gold electrodes using a modified Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM). We bring the

Au tip in contact with the substrate first, then withdraw the tip while simultaneously

measuring the current and the applied voltage. A schematic representation of the break

junction process is shown in Figure 0.2. Briefly, the Au tip is first brought in contact with

the substrate. Then as the tip is retracted, the Au-Au contact ultimately thins down to an

atomic point contact. As the tip is furtherwithdrawn from the substrate, this point contact

ruptures. We observe that as we withdraw the tip, conductance decreases in a step-wise

fashionwith plateaus close to integer multiples of quantum conductance, defined as 2e2/h

5



(Figure 0.3a). The last plateau at one quantum conductance indicates the formation of a

single Au-Au atom contact. We repeatedly bring the Au tip in and out of contact with

the substrate and collect thousands of such traces. We then use all traces to construct a

histogram of conductance as shown in Figure 0.3b. We can see conductance peaks close

to integer multiples of quantum conductance.

Figure 0.2: Schematic shows the STM-BJ method for clean Aumeasurement (a) Au tip and
Au substrate, (b) Au tip is brought into contact with the substrate, (c) Tip is withdrawn
until the contact thins down to a single Au atom contact, (d) Au-Au contact ruptures.

Figure 0.3: Conductance data of clean Au (a) A sample trace shows the conductance de-
creases in multiple integers of quantum conductance indicating the formation of atomic
point contact, (b) 1D histogram constructed from 1000 traces measured on clean Au.

Solutions of the target molecule at 0.1 - 1mM concentration in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene

are added to the substrate for molecular conductance measurements. In this case, when

the Au-Au point contact breaks, a molecule with two aurophilic binding groups can bridge

the gap between the tip and substrate (Figure 0.4a), forming a Au-molecule-Au junction.
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Figure 0.4: Schematic of STM-BJ method and example trace for single molecule conduc-
tance measurement (a) A molecule bridges the gap once the tip-substrate contact breaks,
(b) The molecular junction extends to its full elongation, (c) The tip continues to be re-
tracted until the molecular junction ruptures, (d) Left (yellow): Example trace of clean Au
measurement shows that conductance sharply drops to noise floor after the 1G0 plateau.
Right (red): Example trace of molecular measurement displays an additional plateau be-
low 1G0. Figure (a) is adapted from [37].

Figure 0.5: Conductance data of an example molecule (a) Logrithmically-binned 1D his-
togram complied from traces before (yellow) and after (red) a solution of target molecule
is added. The molecular structure is shown on the right. (b) Logrithmically-binned 2D
histogram created by aligning the traces at the point when conductance crosses 0.5 G0

and overlaying them.

The molecular junction is then elongated as we withdraw the tip and will reach its fully

elongated geometry (Figure 0.4b) before its final rupture (Figure 0.4c). This junction for-

mation contributes to additional plateaus in the recorded conductance versus displace-

ment trace, as can be seen in the example trace (red) in Figure 0.4d, in contrast to the clean

Au measurement (yellow) where the conductance drops sharply to instrument noise after

1 G0 plateau.
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For each molecule, we collect over 10,000 traces so that we can sample across all

junction geometries and obtain statistically significant results. We compile all traces to

generate logrithmically-binned one dimensional (1D) histograms, as shown in Figure 0.5a.

We also create two dimensional (2D) conductance histograms (Figure 0.5b) by first align-

ing all the traces at the point where the conductance crosses 0.5 G0 and then overlaying

them. From this 2D analysis, we can learn the molecular junction conductance as well as

the molecular junction elongation length.

0.3 Electron Transport through Molecular Junctions

The conductance of an atomic gold wire between two gold surfaces (Figure 0.2c) is equal

to conductance quantum 2e2/h ≈ 77.5mS ≈ 12.9kΩ−1, irrespective of temperature or

the length of the wire. This phenomenon, which had not been observed before 1988,38,39

is clearly inconsistent with Ohm’s law as one would expect the conductance to scale with

the length of the wire as G ∼ 1/L. The reason for this deviation from Ohm’s law is that

transport at the nanoscale is no longer diffusive but rather ballistic.

How does this physical picture change when we replace the gold wire with an Au-

molecule-Au junction? Transport is still going to be ballistic but the details will depend on

the available energetic states. Themetal has continuous energy eigenstates filled up to the

Fermi level (Ef ); a molecule has discrete energy eigenstates. Among all the energy levels

of a neutral molecule, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) are the frontier orbitals. A transmission function

is to describe the probability of an incident electron, of a given energy E, tunneling across
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the junction. If the Fermi level of the metal is in resonance with one of the molecular

orbitals, the transmission at Ef is 1 and we would observe a conductance close to single

conductance channel 2e2/h. Typically the Fermi level of the metal lies in between the

HOMO and LUMO,40–42 therefore in most air stable molecules, we do not expect to see

significant charge transfer between the metal states and the frontier orbitals. When the

molecule attaches to the electrodes and forms a Au-molecule-Au junction, the discrete

molecular orbitals hybridize with the electrode bands and broaden upon interacting with

the leads (Figure 0.6a). When a bias is applied on the molecular junction, the chemical

potential of the left electrode shifts up and that of the right electrode shifts down, resulting

in molecular density of states in between. The electrons can transfer from the left to the

right electrode with a charge current described by the integration of the transmission in

this bias window (shaded area in Figure 0.6b). Therefore an accurate calculation of the

transmission function is critical for understanding the charge transfer characteristics in

molecular junctions.

Figure 0.6: Transport through a single molecule junction. Schematic of a Au-molecule-Au
junction with its energy level diagram when (a) in equilibrium and (b) under an applied
bias. The purple toy transmission curves indicate the broadened HOMO and LUMO.

In most simple cases, transmission is well described by the broadening of a single

molecular orbital (LUMO-dominated transport in Figure 0.6). However, in more complex
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systems, the transmission can be dramatically altered. For example, one such case is the

electron transport through molecular junctions dominated by the quantum interference

effect.43–45 The first study that explored the interference effect in a metal-molecule-metal

junctionwas a theoretical work performed by Sautet and Joachim in 1988 on the electronic

tunneling probability of a benzene ring embedded in a polyacetylene.46 This work showed

the calculated transmissions of para-, meta- and ortho-connected benzene rings using a

simple method, concluding that the interference significantly alters the electronic trans-

mission through the benzene in the meta- and ortho-cases. Since then, many theoretical

works have predicted interference features in other molecular systems.47,48

Figure 0.7: Calculated transmissions of two example cyclic silanes. Corresponding chem-
ical structures are shown on the right.

In the literature, many examples of destructive quantum interference exist for π-

conjugated molecules where quantum interference results in a much weakened π-bond

coupling with the transmission dominated by the σ-bond coupling or through-space

transport.49–53 Much less discussed is quantum interference in σ-coupled systems. Ex-

cept theoretical predictions,54 destructive quantum interference in σ-coupled systems has

not been observed experimentally. The silane rings studied in this thesis serve as the first

example of such a case. A sharp dip in the transmission curve is commonly interpreted
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as theoretical evidence for destructive quantum interference.43 In Figure 0.7, we show the

calculated transmissions for two σ-bonded bicyclic silicon structures. One (Si222) shows

a quantum interference feature close to the Fermi energy, indicating a much lower con-

ductance than the other bicyclic structure (Si221). We will continue the discussion on this

topic in later sections.

0.4 Outline

This thesis focuses on probing the electronic characteristics of molecular silicon. We ac-

complish this by experimentally creating single-molecule junctions with silicon-based

molecular components and measuring their single molecule conductance. This thesis is

comprised of four chapters as follows:

Chapter 1 presents work assessing the stability of molecular junctions under an ap-

plied electric field, in particular, the ones with molecular backbones consisting of chemi-

cal bonds that are commonly found in the low-κ dielectrics. We show that C-C and Si-C

bonds are much more durable under a voltage above 1V than Si-Si or Ge-Ge bonds. We

further design a two-path molecular backbone where we observe considerable current in

the broken species, demonstrating that the Si-Si bond ruptures under an applied bias and

the junction conducts current through the other path.

Chapter 2 details studies on the single-molecule conductance of linear silanes and

germanes. Silane and germane wires demonstrate a slower conductance decay with in-

creasing molecular length compared with alkanes; this σ electron interaction in Si-Si and

Ge-Ge bonds is comparable to the electronic conjugation in the π-bonds such as oligo-
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p-phenylenes. Combining the strong electronic coupling in the silicon and germanium

backbone and the stereoelectronic nature of the sulfur-methylene σ-bonds that termi-

nate the molecule, we realize a single-molecule conductance switch. We then explore

the single-molecule conductance of silanes with Ag and Pt electrodes and find that the

Ag electrodes enable a higher molecular junction conductance compared to Au and Pt

electrodes.

Chapter 3 continues to investigate the electronic property of cyclic silanes. We

use the cyclopentasilane as an example system to investigate how the ring conformation

affects the molecular conductance. We find the two isomers of the cyclopentasilane show

distinct conductance; the distribution of the conductance measured from thousands of

junctions for each isomer result from multiple conformers. We then compare the single-

molecule conductance of four different cyclic structures and find that most of the cyclic

silanes are worse conductors compared with their linear counterparts.

Chapter 4 describes two examples of high-conducting molecular junctions created

by incorporating strains in the silicon backbone. In the first example, a ring strain con-

stitutes a silacycle-to-Au binding geometry; in the second example, the strained disilane

enables a Si-to-Au contact. In both cases, the novel binding mode reaches a shortened

junction length and a high-conducting pathway.
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Chapter 1

Probing Si—Si Bond Rupture in Single Molecule Junctions

1.1 Electric Field Breakdown in Single Molecule

Junctions

Preface

This section is based on the manuscript entitled Electric Field Breakdown in Single Molecule

Junctions by Haixing Li, Timothy A. Su, Vivian Zhang, Michael L. Steigerwald, Colin

Nuckolls, and Latha Venkataraman published in JACS.13 Timothy Su and Vivian Zhang of

Prof. Nuckolls’ group synthesized and characterized all the compounds. I performed the

conductance measurements and data analysis.

Abstract

Here we study the stability and rupture of molecular junctions under high voltage bias

at the single-molecule/single-bond level using the scanning tunneling microscope-based

break-junction technique. We synthesize carbon, silicon and germanium-based molec-

ular wires terminated by aurophilic linker groups and study how the molecular back-

bone and linker group affect the probability of voltage-induced junction rupture. First,
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we find that junctions formed with covalent S—Au bonds are robust under high voltage

and their rupture does not demonstrate bias dependence within our bias range. In con-

trast, junctions formed through donor-acceptor bonds rupture more frequently and their

rupture probability demonstrates a strong bias dependence. Moreover, we find that the

junction rupture probability increases significantly above∼1 V in junctions formed from

methylthiol-terminated disilanes and digermanes, indicating a voltage-induced rupture

of individual Si—Si and Ge—Ge bonds. Finally, we compare the rupture probabilities

of the thiol-terminated silane derivatives containing Si—Si, Si—C and Si—O bonds and

find that Si—C backbones have higher probabilities to sustain the highest voltage. These

results establish a new method for studying electric field breakdown phenomena at the

single molecule level.

Introduction

A challenge in the semiconductor industry is to lower the dielectric constant (κ) of the di-

electric material without diminishing its ability to withstand breakdown in strong electric

fields. Low-κ materials have a lower dielectric constant than traditional SiO2 dielectric

materials and therefore improve device speed as well as power efficiency. However, low-κ

materials are less robust than traditional dielectric materials and degrade through amech-

anism referred to as time dependent dielectric breakdown.55,56 While many theoretical

models57–59 have been developed to rationalize electric field breakdown in silicon-based

networks60,61 of three-dimensional low-κ materials, an experimental study of voltage-

induced breakdown at the single bond level is lacking.62–64

Here we investigate the voltage-induced breakdown characteristics of single bonds
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commonly found in semiconductor materials. We study the behavior of these bonds in

the context of a single molecule junction with the scanning tunneling microscope-based

break junction technique (STM-BJ). We alter the structure of the molecular backbone to

include either Si—Si, Ge—Ge, C—C, Si—C or Si—O bonds and study the effect of a high

electric field on each of these individual bonds. This enables us to determine how each

atomic component contributes to the probability of field-induced bond rupture. We show

that: (1) junction rupture probability increases with applied voltage for Au-linker donor-

acceptor bonds but remains constant with increasing voltage for covalent Au—S bonds,

(2) molecular junctions containing a single Si—Si or Ge—Ge bond have an abrupt increase

in rupture probability above 1 V , indicating Si—Si/Ge—Ge bond rupture, (3) molecular

junctions with Si—Si and Si—O bonds demonstrate a higher rupture probability relative

to those with only Si—C bond at voltages exceeding 1 V and (4) the rupture probability for

junctions formed with covalent Au—S bonds is positively correlated with the molecular

junction conductance; such a correlation is not seen for donor-acceptor bonded junctions.

Our results from this study of electric field breakdown at the single molecule level provide

guidance for designing low-κ dielectric materials as well as molecular devices that require

stability under high voltage bias.

Results and Discussion

We use the scanning tunneling microscope-based break-junction (STM-BJ) technique8,9

to determine the stability and rupture probability of single molecule junctions under an

applied voltage (Figure 1.1a). Unlike the standard STM-BJ measurements where Au point-

contacts are pulled apart in a solution of molecules while measuring conductance, here we
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develop a new technique to evaluate the breakdown voltage of single-molecule junctions

that contain different chemical bonds. We modify the ramp applied to the STM piezo-

electric transducer to hold the junction in place for 150 ms during each measurement and

apply a voltage pulse ranging in amplitude from 0.2 V to 1.4 V (gray-colored areas in Fig-

ure 1.1b) during this “hold”section.65 In Figure 1.1b we show example traces measured for

1,6-hexanedithiol junction that either sustains the voltage pulse for the entire hold period

(green) or breaks during the hold (red).

We analyze all data using an automated algorithm to statistically determine the per-

centage of junctions that break during their measurement. We determine the conduc-

tance of the trace prior to the voltage pulse to ensure that we are selecting a trace where

a molecule is bridging the electrodes. We then use the conductance after the pulse to sort

the junctions into two types: those that persist and those that break under the bias. We

create two-dimensional overlays of all traces that either sustain or break and align them

to the start of the “hold”. Figure 1.1c and d show such 2D histograms from data obtained

while applying a 1.4V bias to Au-1,6-hexanedithiol-Au junctions. In Figure 1.1c, the his-

togram of traces that do not break shows that the conductance remains roughly constant

throughout the hold section, indicating that we are indeed maintaining a molecular junc-

tion. We also see the slight increase in conductance when we apply the 1.4 V voltage

pulse, which is seen in most of the molecules we tested here.13 This shows that the bias

window used here goes beyond the linear current-voltage regime for most molecules.66

The histogram in Figure 1.1d demonstrates that junctions tend to break shortly after the

high bias is applied. As we will show later in the manuscript, the break time distribution

follows an exponential decay. We note that molecular backbones that are terminated by
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Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic of experimental setup and cartoon of a single molecule junction
formed with 1,6-hexanedithiol. (b) Upper panel: piezo displacement versus time. Middle
panel: applied voltage versus time. Lower panel: two sample traces measured with the
molecule 1,6-hexanedithiol. The green (red) curve represents a molecular junction that
sustains (ruptures) under the bias. Note the bias across the junction is very low before
1G0 rupture due to a 100 kΩ resistor placed in series with the junction. Two-dimensional
histograms made from traces with 1,6-hexanedithiol that sustain (c) and rupture (d) while
applying a bias voltage as shown by the dashed line. The flat feature below 10−5 G0 in (d)
is from measurements of broken junctions at 1.4 V.

thiols at each end (“dithiol junctions”) have a broader distribution of conductance val-

ues compared to molecular backbones terminated with the dative linkers in this study.9

However, for the measurements discussed here, we do not distinguish different types of

dithiol-junctions based on conductance values. We simply analyze all junction and con-

tact conformations together.

We first apply our measurement technique to investigate the impact of different elec-
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Figure 1.2: (a) Structures of molecules 1-4. Junction breaking probability plotted against
(b) applied bias voltage and (c) current through the junction for 1-4. The error bars show
the standard deviation determined from variations in sets of thousand measurements. (d)
Histograms of junction rupture time made from 500 measurements of 1 (blue dots) and
1500 measurements of 3 (orange dots). The linear fits on a semilog scale (blue and orange
lines) indicate an exponential decay with decay time τ = 0.32 s for 1 and τ = 0.15 s for 3.

trode linker groups on the stability of the molecular junction under applied electric field.

For this study, we measure a series of α,ω-difunctionalized hexane backbones with thiol,

amine,9 methylsulfide67 and diphenylphosphine68 terminations. Specifically, we compare

rupture probabilities in junctions formed with 1,6-hexanedithiol (1), 1,6-hexanediamine

(2), 2,9-dithiadecane (3), and 1,6-bis(diphenylphosphino)-hexane (4) as illustrated in Fig-

ure1.2a. We employ the method outlined above to determine the rupture probability for

each molecule at different bias voltages. In Figure1.2b, we plot the junction rupture prob-

ability as a function of applied voltage. Junctions formed with 1 have the lowest rupture

probability and the probability of rupture is independent of the magnitude the applied
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voltage (up to V=1.4V). The rupture probability is much higher for 2-4 compared to 1;

the rupture probability for 2-4 also increases with increasing bias voltage. Figure1.2c

shows the rupture probability as a function of the current flowing through the junction

and depicts a similar trend: 2-4 show a linear increase in rupture probability as the cur-

rent through the junction increases while the rupture probability of 1 remains constant

as current increases. We attribute this difference to the nature of bonding between the

molecule and gold electrode. Molecules 2-4 form donor-acceptor bonds67,68 between the

N (2), S (3), and P (4) lone pairs and the undercoordinated gold atoms on the electrode

surface. These bonds are inherently weak with a binding energy ranging from 0.5 eV - 1.2

eV.67,68 In contrast, 1 forms a covalent Au—S69 bond with a binding energy around 2 eV70

that enables thiols to form robust junctions that withstand a high applied voltage.

Our measurements show that the covalently linked systems have a voltage-

independent rupture probability across the whole bias range that we apply while the

donor-acceptor linked systems have a voltage-independent rupture probability below

∼0.2 V (Figure 1.3) and a strong voltage dependence above ∼ 0.2 V.

Figure 1.3: Junction breaking probability at low bias for molecule 3.

We can explain the results of both systems as follows. The voltage independent rup-
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ture that is seen most clearly for 1 at all voltages and for 2-4 at low voltages is attributed

to thermally activated processes due to room temperature measurement or mechanically

induced rupture due to vibrations inherent to our STM setup. Indeed, if we add a white

noise modulation with a 1 Å amplitude to the piezo (Figure 1.4a), we see an increase in

junction rupture probability irrespective of the voltage applied (Figure 1.4b).

Figure 1.4: Control experiment with piezo modulation. (a) Two piezo ramps with (blue)
and without (red) an additional mechanical modulation. The modulation is added by
applying white noise within 1 Å to the piezo. (b) Junction breaking probability plot-
ted against the applied bias voltage with (blue) and without (red) piezo modulation for
molecule Si4.

In contrast, the junction rupture that occurs in donor-acceptor linked junctions with

increasing voltage arises from a voltage-activated process. We hypothesize that this

voltage-induced rupture results from electrons exciting vibrational modes of the linker-

gold bonds. Previous inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) studies have shown

that the voltage required to excite a Au—S stretching mode in a mechanically controlled

break-junction (MCBJ) measurement of 1,8-octanedithiol between Au electrodes is 35 mV

while that to excite the Au—N stretching mode for the donor-acceptor linked junction

with 1,8-octanediamine is 29 mV.71 When the applied voltage exceeds the IETS threshold,

the incoming electrons are able to excite the vibrational mode, which can in turn lead to
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bond rupture, though the probability for rupture will also depend on the bond energy.

The higher the applied voltage, the higher the current through the junction and hence a

higher probability of exciting a vibrational mode. The fact that a voltage-dependent rup-

ture is not seen in 1 is likely due to its higher binding energy, and rupture of the Au—S

bond would require multiple excitations to occur, requiring a higher current, and thus a

higher voltage range than we apply in these experiments.

Additionally, the presence of an electric field can polarize and weaken a bond. Cal-

culations show that the voltage drop across a Au—S72 covalent bond is much smaller

than that across a Au—SMe donor-acceptor bond,73 suggesting that the donor-acceptor

interactions experience strong voltage-induced bond weakening. Additionally, we note

that the voltage drop across the Au electrode and the Au—Au bonds within the junction

is considerably smaller than that across the Au-linker bond or the molecular backbone.72

Taken together, we can conclude that the voltage applied across the molecular junction

can polarize and weaken the Au-linker bond; if it is larger than the threshold voltage for

exciting bond vibrational modes, it can control bond rupture by determining the junction

current.

Next, we compare the length of time that each junction can sustain an applied volt-

age 1.4 V before it ruptures. For these measurements, we modify the ramp applied to

the piezoelectric transducer to hold the junction at a fixed displacement for 1.5 s. We

only consider traces with a molecular junction at the start of the hold and determine the

time that the junction ruptures within the hold section. We generate a histogram of the

break times, as shown in Figure1.2d for 1 and 3. We fit each distribution with an expo-

nential function P = P0e
−t/τ (lines in Figure1.2d) and find that molecule 1 has decay
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time constant τ = 0.32 s, twice that of molecule 3 (τ = 0.15 s). This result confirms that

single molecule junctions formed with Au—S covalent bonds are less likely to rupture

under an applied voltage and can sustain the bias for longer time when compared with

the molecular junctions formed with donor-acceptor bonds.

Figure 1.5: General approach for installing methylthiol linkers on the silanes and ger-
manes. (a) For n = 2: LiBr, CH2Br2, n-BuLi, THF, -78˚C. For n = 3,4,6: CH2BrCl, n-BuLi,
THF, -78˚C. 69% to 93% yield. (b) KSAc, THF, reflux. 37% to 75% yield. (c) LiAlH4, Et2O,
0˚C. 51% to 84% yield.

Our study of the rupture behavior of different linker groups under applied voltage

suggests that methylthiol (-CH2SH) linkers provide a promising test bed to study how

different molecular analogs of low-κ dielectric materials influence junction breakdown

under an applied voltage. We synthesized all silanes and germanes following the method

showing in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.6: (a) Logarithm-binned 1D conductance histograms of molecules Si2-4 and Si6
(100 bins/decade). (b) Conductance peak values are plotted against the number of sili-
con atoms in the backbone of molecules Si2-4 and Si6. The decay constant (β) for the
permethyloligosilanes with CH2SH linkers is 0.70 ± 0.02 per Si atom.
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We measured the conductance of the oligosilanes using our standard STM-BJ

method. Figure 1.6a shows the normalized log-binned conductance histograms con-

structed from approximately 30,000 measured traces for each molecule without any data

selection. We obtained an average conductance for these junctions by fitting the conduc-

tance peak with a Gaussian function. In Figure 1.6b, we plot the conductance peak value

as a function of the number of silicon atoms in the backbone on a semi-log scale. We find

that the conductance decays exponentially with n, the number of Si atoms in the chain,

as G ∼ e−βn. The tunneling decay constant β is 0.70 ± 0.02 per Si atom, determined by

fitting a line using the least-squares method. Here we will use this CH2-SH terminated

series for the bias-dependent rupture measurements.

We carry out junction rupture measurements at voltages ranging from 0.2 V to 1.4

V for the oligosilanes and compare these results with alkanes, germanes, and other silane

derivatives. We use the same general technique outlined in Figure1.5 to synthesize Ge2,

SiOSi, and SiCSi (Figure 1.7). In Figure 1.7, we plot the fraction of junctions that rupture

as a function of the applied bias voltage. Si2 and Ge2 show a roughly constant rupture

probability below 1 V and a roughly linear increase in rupture probability with voltage

above 1V. This constant rupture probability below 1 V is attributed to the thermally or

mechanically activated rupture mechanisms described above. The increase in rupture

probability observed for the Si2 and Ge2 above 1V is distinct from the constant rup-

ture probability we observe for the C6 (Figure 1.2b) and C8 (Figure 1.7) alkane analogs:

this suggests that a bond other than the Au—S or Au—Au74,75 bond is breaking. Our

experimental data suggests that we are breaking the Si—Si and Ge—Ge bonds in these

systems. This interpretation is supported by the well-established trends in bond strength
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and atomic polarizability in Group 14 elements as they descend the periodic table. The

bond strengths for C—C, Si—Si and Ge—Ge bonds are 3.7 eV, 2.3 eV, and 1.9 eV respec-

tively, which implies that C—C bonds are significantly harder to break.76 Polarizability

describes the ease with which an electron cloud can be distorted in response to an exter-

nal electric field. This suggests that large, “soft”bonds can be influenced to break more

easily under a high voltage bias than small, “hard”bonds.

Figure 1.7: Junction rupture probability plotted against the applied voltage for CH2SH
terminated molecules. The molecular structures are shown above their respective mea-
surement data. Error bars show the standard deviation determined from variations in sets
of thousand measurements.

The polarizability calculated for C atoms is 1.67 a.u. while Si and Ge atomic polar-

izabilities are 5.53 a.u. and 5.84 a.u. respectively.77 These trends are consistent with our

measurement results that indicate that junctions formed with the germanes and silanes

are more likely to rupture under a high bias than those formed with the alkanes. Fig-

ure 1.7 also depicts a comparison of rupture probabilities in -SiMe2-X-SiMe2- molecular

backbones where X = SiMe2, CH2, or O. We find that junctions formed with Si3 and SiOSi
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show a slight increased rupture probability above 1 V, but SiCSi does not. This suggests

that the Si—C—Si bond array has a higher capacity for sustaining large applied voltages

compared to Si—O—Si and Si—Si—Si arrays. The latter two differ from the former in

two distinct ways: the Si—O bonds are more polar than the Si—C bonds, and the Si—

Si bonds are more polarizable than the Si—C bonds. These features could explain our

results, although detailed calculations would be required to understand the impact of an

applied bias on these systems. The more polar Si(+)—O(-)—Si(+) molecule should couple

more strongly to the applied field, perhaps even leading to the heterolytic cleavage of one

of the Si—O bonds. In a similar way, although the Si—Si—Si structure itself is nonpolar,

in the presence of the applied field the Si—Si bonds, being more polarizable, should also

couple more strongly to the applied field.

Results shown in Figure 1.7 indicate that we do not see voltage-dependent rupture in

the longer silanes (Si4 and Si6). This can be explained by considering the mechanism for

voltage-induced bond rupture detailed above. In these longer silanes, the field across each

bond is smaller, and thus the bonds are less polarized. Additionally, the current through

these junctions is smaller and results in a reduced probability for exciting vibrational

modes. Since there aremore vibrationalmodes that can be excited in these longer systems,

the probability of a single bond rupturing is lower.

We now look at the junction rupture probability as a function of molecular junction

conductance. We use the 2D conductance-time histograms and integrate all counts while

the voltage pulse is applied to determine the average conductance value at the applied

voltage (details shown in Figure 1.8). In Figure 1.9a, we plot the rupture probabilities

against these conductance values for all molecules shown in the Figure 1.7 and for mea-
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Figure 1.8: Determination of the conductance of molecule Si6 with CH2—SH linkers at
different voltages. (a) Two-dimensional conductance histograms of sustaining traces un-
der an applied voltage of 0.2V, 0.5V, 0.9V and 1.4V. (b) Respective conductance profiles
generated from the 125 ms windows delineated by the black dashed lines in (a) where a
voltage pulse is applied. Arrows indicate the conductance peak values at different applied
bias voltages.

surements of molecule 1 on a semi-logarithm scale.

For each molecule, the junction conductance depends slightly on the applied bias

voltage. However, themost striking result is that the rupture probability increases linearly

with the logarithm of the conductance. In contrast, we do not see a dependence of the

breaking probability on the heat produced (calculated as (current) x (voltage)) for each
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Figure 1.9: Junction rupture probability plotted against the conductance for (a) all thiol-
terminated molecules from Figure 1.7 and C6 (Molecule 1 in Figure 1.2) and (b) for SMe
terminated molecules on a semi-logarithm scale. The shape of the marker indicates the
applied voltage: circle is 0.2V, square is 0.5V, up triangle is 0.9V and down triangle is 1.4V.
Error bars show the standard deviation determined from variations in sets of thousand
measurements.

junction (as shown in Figure 1.10), which indicates that a local heating mechanism cannot

explain the breaking process measured here.

Figure 1.10: Junction rupture probability plotted against the heat produced (calculated as
(current)× (voltage)) for each junction on a semi-logarithm scale. Error bars show the
standard deviation determined from variations in sets of thousand measurements.

Finally, to compare this with results from junctions formed through donor-acceptor

links, we show in Figure 1.9b analogous results from measurements of methylsulfide-
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terminated alkanes and silanes (structures shown in Figure 1.11). We see a clear increase

in the rupture probability as increasing the voltage. However, we find that there is no

correlation between the rupture probability andmolecular junction conductance for these

methylsulfide-terminated junctions. These results provide a new perspective with which

to distinguish donor-acceptor linked and covalent linked molecular junctions.

Figure 1.11: Junction breaking probability plotted against the applied voltage for
molecules C4, C6, C8, Si1Ph, Si2Ph terminated with methylsulfide (SMe) linker group;
structures are shown above. Error bars show the standard deviation determined from
variations in sets of thousand measurements.

Conclusion

In this work, we have used a modified scanning tunneling microscope-based break-

junction technique to probe the rupture probability of single molecule junctions under

applied voltage. We find that the junctions formed through donor-acceptor linkers have
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a lower threshold voltage for rupture than those formed with covalent linkers. Moreover,

our results provide evidence that Si—Si and Ge—Ge bonds rupture above 1 V. Finally,

we show that the Si—C bond is more robust under applied voltage than either the Si—

Si or the Si—O bond. This study demonstrates that we can detect voltage-induced bond

rupture in single molecule junctions. This provides a new approach to investigate the

problem of time dependent dielectric breakdown in low-κ materials and also sheds light

on the reliability of molecular electronic devices under applied voltage.

Methods

Synthetic Details Molecules 1,6-hexanedithiol (1), 1,6-hexanediamine (2), 2,9-

dithiadecane (3), and 1,6-bis(diphenylphosphino)-hexane (4) as illustrated in Figure 1.2

are obtained from Fluka (97%), Sigma-Aldrich (98%), Alfa Aesar (97%), and Sigma-Aldrich

(97%) respectively and used without further purification. We synthesized all silanes and

germanes with methylthiol linkers by the same general method. We previously reported

the synthesis of α,ω-dichlorooligosilanes.78 Here, we react the α,ω-dichlorooligosilane 5

with a halomethyllithium species to furnish the α,ω-bis(halomethyl)oligosilane 6 (Figure

1.5).79,80 We obtain the α,ω-bis(acetylthiomethyl)oligosilane 7 by nucleophilic substitution

of the primary halide with potassium thioacetate; we convert the resulting compounds

to the final α,ω-bis(methylthiol)oligosilane Sin (n=2, 3, 4, 6) via lithium aluminum hy-

dride reduction.81,82 See Li et al.13 for characterization and methods for synthesis of the

molecules used here.

Experimental Details STM-BJ experiments are carried out in a custom instrument

designed to have a high mechanical stability under ambient conditions. The STM tip is
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a gold wire (0.25 mm diameter, Alfa Aesar, 99.999% purity) and the substrate is a ther-

mally evaporated gold-on-mica sub-strate. Measurements are carried out at room tem-

perature under ambient conditions in a 1 mM solution of the target molecule in 1,2,4-

tricholorobenzene (Alfa Aesar, 99%). For the standard STM-BJ experiment, we start by

making a gold-gold contact with a conductance greater than 5G0 (G0=2e2/h, quantum of

conductance) and then withdraw the tip at a rate of 37 nm/s to break the junctions. We

collect 30,000 traces and create logarithmically binned 1D histograms of these traces to de-

termine the molecular junction conductance. For the rupture probability measurements,

we modify this by first pulling a distance of 2.8 nm, holding the tip at a constant distance

from the substrate for 150 ms (or 1.5 s), then pulling an additional 2.8 nm to break the

junction. During the “hold”, we apply a bias of 0.2 V, 0.5 V, 0.9 V or 1.4 V for 125 ms to

the junction. For molecules Si2 and Ge2, we additionally collected data at 1 V, 1.1 V, 1.2

V and 1.3 V. For each bias voltage, we collect 5000 traces.

Data Analysis Details We first fit a Gaussian to the 1D conductance histogram

peaks to obtain a conductance range for each molecule based on the peak position and

width. We analyze the conductance during first and last 12.5 ms of the holdmeasurements

to determine if the trace has a molecule bridging the gap between the electrodes. We re-

quire the average conductance of the 12.5 ms period before the voltage peak to be within

the full-width of the conductance histogram peak. Among these selected traces, we de-

termine the fraction that rupture under the bias by determining the conductance at the

12.5 ms period after the voltage peak. If this is within the full-width of the conductance

histogram peak, then the junction did not rupture.

In order to know the break time for junctions that break within the hold, we apply an
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Figure 1.12: Time dependence analysis algorithm flow chart. An automated algorithm
looks for the first large conductance drop during the hold using a previously detailed
method.83

automated algorithm as illustrated in Figure 1.12 that looks for the first large conductance

drop during the hold. We require the average conductance before this drop to be within

the full-width of the conductance histogram peak to ensure a molecular junction. The

time at which this drop is observed is the junction breaking time. We compile these times

determined from 500-1000 junctions to generate a histogram and perform a statistical

study.
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1.2 Mechanism for Si-Si Bond Rupture

Preface

This section is based on the manuscript entitledMechanism for Si—Si Bond Rupture in Sin-

gle Molecule Junctions by Haixing Li, Nathaniel Kim, Timothy Su, Michael Steigerwald,

Colin Nuckolls, Pierre Darancet, James Leighton, and Latha Venkataraman published in

JACS.15 Nathaniel Kim of Prof. Leighton’s group and Timothy Su of Prof. Nuckolls’ group

synthesized and characterized all the compounds. Dr. Pierre Darancet carried out theo-

retical calculations. I performed the bond rupture measurements and data analysis.

Abstract

The stability of chemical bonds can be studied experimentally by rupturing single

molecule junctions under applied voltage. Here we compare voltage-induced bond rup-

ture in two Si—Si backbones: one has no alternate conductive pathway while the other

contains an additional naphthyl pathway in parallel to the Si—Si bond. We show that in

contrast to the first system, the second can conduct through the naphthyl group when the

Si—Si bond is ruptured using an applied voltage. We investigate this voltage induced Si—

Si bond rupture by ab initio density functional theory calculations and molecular dynam-

ics simulations that ultimately demonstrate that the excitation of molecular vibrational

modes by tunneling electrons leads to homolytic Si—Si bond rupture.
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Introduction

Silicon is a vital component of modern information technology where it serves as the

active material in transistors, integrated circuits, and fiber optics. With an increasing

demand for miniaturized electronics, new forms of silicon devices are being investigated

including two-dimensional silicene transistors,25 silicon nanowire transistor84 and pho-

tovoltaic devices,22,85,86 nanoscale silicon photonic devices,87,88 and silicon-based single

molecule devices.12,89 A thorough understanding of the mechanical and electrical charac-

teristics of Si—Si bonds is thus of essential importance as silicon based materials are fast

approaching the molecular scale. Here, we focus on the failure mechanism of silicon and

investigate voltage-induced rupture of the Si—Si bond in the context of single molecule

junctions.

Though individual Si—Si bond strength is only 2.3 eV (for example, C—C bond

strength is 3.7 eV with the same valence configuration),76 networks of Si—Si bonds are

ubiquitous in electronic devices. It is therefore crucial to investigate the stability of Si—

Si bonds under an applied electric field. Previously, we had measured the electric field

breakdown properties of Si—Si bonds –however, we could not rule out bond break-

age at other locations along the backbone. In this study, we conclusively demonstrate

that bond breakage can occur at the Si—Si bond by devising a double-backbone system.

We find that in the double-backbone molecule, conductance occurs through the alternate

pathway after the Si—Si bond is broken. We also support our experimental results with

computations that suggest strongly that the Si—Si bond ruptures under an applied bias.

We synthesize and study two molecules (Si2 and Si2Naph). Si2 has a single backbone
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comprising a Si—Si bond; Si2Naph has a double backbone that features a mechanically

robust carbon linkage in parallel with the Si—Si bond. We apply a large voltage across

the molecular junctions formed with these two molecules and compare their rupture be-

haviors. We observe different conductance values of the junctions formed with these two

molecular backbones when the junctions break, signifying Si—Si bond ruptures in both

cases. We attribute this voltage-dependent bond rupture to a current-induced mechanism

involving heating of the molecule through electron-vibrational mode coupling. We cal-

culate the molecular vibrational modes using density functional theory and find that a

number of modes involving Si—Si bond stretching can be excited since they are within

the applied voltage for both junctions studied. We further carry out molecular dynamics

simulations to show that the Si—Si bond is more likely to break upon current-induced

heating than the Si—C or Au—S bond which are also present in the junctions.

Synthesis

Figure 1.13: Synthesis of Si2Naph.

We prepare Si2 using previously publishedmethods13 and naphthyldisilane Si2Naph

by the sequence shown in Figure 1.13.13,16,90–92 The synthesis begins with bismetallation
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of 1,8-dibromonaphthalene by lithium halogen exchange and treatment of the resulting

dianion with 1,1,2,2-tetrachloro-1,2-dimethyldisilane followed by in situ treatment with

the anion formed from bromochloromethane and n-BuLi to give 1 in 44% overall yield

(Figure 1.13). Displacement of the chlorides with KSAc delivered 2 in 62% yield, and

reductive cleavage of the acetates provides Si2Naph in 93% yield. Compounds 1, 2, and

Si2Naph were all isolated and employed as 1.2:1 mixtures of diastereomers. The trans

and cis isomers of both 2 and Si2Naph were also separated and characterized (see the SI

of Li et al.15 for details).

Conductance Measurement

We first measure the conductance of Si2Naph and Si2 (structures are shown in Figure

1.14a) with the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) based break junction technique

(schematic in Figure 1.14b).8,9 In this technique, we repeatedly bring the Au STM tip into

and out of contact with the substrate and record the conductance (current/voltage) of the

junction as we withdraw the tip. We see plateaus at integer multiples of the conduc-

tance quantum (G0 = 2e2/h) corresponding to atomic Au contact in each conductance-

displacement trace. We then see additional features below 1 G0 once we add a solution

of the target molecule in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene. These features below 1 G0 signify that

an Au-molecule-Au junction is formed after the Au contact breaks. Here we use thiols as

the terminal groups to attach the silicon backbone to the Au electrodes by forming Au—

S covalent bonds.13 We collect thousands of traces and compile them into logarithmically

binned one-dimensional histograms shown in Figure 1.14c.

We see that Si2Naph shows a conductance peak at 2.4×10−4G0, about one-tenth
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of the conductance for Si2. We note here that the cis and trans isomers of Si2Naph

show similar results in conductance measurements,15 unlike the analogous molecules

terminated with thioanisole linkers,16 the cis isomer of which, uniquely, forms a high-

conducting junction with one of the Au electrodes coupling directly to the Si—Si bond.

Figure 1.14: (a) Chemical structures of Si2Naph (purple) and Si2 (pink). (b) Schematic
of STM-BJ setup. (c) Logarithmically binned conductance histograms for Si2Naph and
Si2 generated without data selection using 100 bins/decade from 17000 and 27000 traces
respectively.

Bond Rupture Measurement

Next, we investigate the rupture behaviors of the junctions formed with these two

molecules under an applied voltage. We use a modified experimental technique that we

have described in detail previously.13 Briefly, we start with an Au—Au contact and with-

draw the tip to a fixed distance to form a single molecule junction. We then hold the

junction for 150 ms and withdraw the tip again until the junction breaks by applying a

modified ramp to the piezo as shown by the blue trace in Figure 1.15a. We apply a voltage
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pulse ranging in amplitude from 0.2 to 1.4 V when the junction is held (green trace in

Figure 1.15a) and record the junction conductance during the entire trace. We first select

traces with a conductance within the range of the conductance histogram peak (range in-

dicated by dashed lines in Figure 1.15b and 1.15c) at the start of the hold segment. Of these

traces, we observe that some show a roughly constant conductance during the high-bias

pulse while others show a sudden drop below the molecular conductance range. The for-

mer traces (light shades of red/purple for Si2/Si2Naph) correspond to those with amolec-

ular junction that sustains the high-voltage, while the latter (dark shades of red/purple

for Si2/Si2Naph) are molecular junctions that rupture under the high voltage.

Our primary finding here is that Si2 junctions break to a conductance that is at our in-

strument noise floor, while the Si2Naph junctions break to a conductance that is slightly

smaller than that of the Si2Naph junction. We analyze all traces that start with a molec-

ular junction and determine the fraction that break under the applied bias using an au-

tomated algorithm. Through this analysis, we determine the breaking probabilities for

Si2 and Si2Naph molecular junctions based on the measurement of 6000 traces at each

applied voltage and plot them in the insets of Figure 1.15b and Figure 1.15c. Si2 shows a

sharp increase at 0.9 V and Si2Naph shows a rather linear increase across the whole bias

range from 0.2 V to 1.4 V.

To further investigate whether the difference in the broken junction conductance

between Si2 and Si2Naph is statistically significant, we create separate two-dimensional

conductance histograms of all the traces that either sustain or break at an applied bias

of 0.9 V. We see in Figure 1.16a and 1.16b that both Si2 and Si2Naph junctions that sus-

tain the high bias display a conductance around their conductance peak values (as seen
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Figure 1.15: (a) Piezo displacement (blue; left) and applied voltage (green; right) plotted
against time in each pull-hold-pull measurement. (b) (and (c)) Two sample traces mea-
sured with Si2 (Si2Naph) showing a molecular junction sustain (light color) or rupture
(dark color) under a 0.9 V applied bias. Dashed vertical lines show the range of the molec-
ular junction’s conductance as determined from the conductance histograms in Figure
1.14. Inset shows the breaking probability as a function of the applied peak voltage for
Si2 (Si2Naph) and the error bars show the standard deviation determined from variations
in sets of thousand measurements.

from Figure 1.14c). For the junctions that rupture, we find that the distribution of the

conductance for Si2 is across a wide range 10−2 ∼ 10−6G0, whereas the conductance for

Si2Naph shows a distribution that is sharply peaked at 10−4G0.

We hypothesize that the Si—Si bond can rupture under an applied bias of 0.9 V

in both cases: Si2Naph can still conduct through the 1,8-substituted naphthalene sys-

tem but Si2 has no conduction pathway when Si—Si bond is broken. This explains the

clear conductance observed for junctions with Si2Naph when the Si—Si bond is bro-
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Figure 1.16: Two-dimensional conductance histograms of all traces showing sustaining
junctions of (a) Si2 and (b) Si2Naph and breaking junctions of (c) Si2 and (d) Si2Naph
while a voltage of 0.9V is applied during the time indicated by the region in between the
two dashed lines. Each inset shows a conductance distribution of its corresponding 2D
histogram while the high bias is applied.

ken, which is not observed in the broken Si2 junction. To show that the Si2Naph can

conduct through the 1,8-connection across the napthyl bridge, we synthesize 1,8-bis(2-

(methylthio)ethyl)-naphthalene, measure its conductance and find a clear conductance

signature (structure and conductance histogram in Figure 1.17a). This result shows that

1,8 substituted naphthalene bridging the Au electrodes can provide electron transport

pathways, likely through the σ-system as the π-system should evidence a destructive

quantum interference effect.43

One possible mechanism for the Si—Si bond rupture in the Si2Naph system could

involve an oxidative addition of the Au to the bond, and we note that oxidative addition
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of Au nanoparticles to Si—Si bonds has been demonstrated.93,94 However, and in contrast

to our recent study,16 we do not see any evidence for a contact between the Au electrodes

and the Si—Si bond in the conductance histograms. Further, we have observed no evi-

dence for the formation of an alternative molecular junction upon rupture of the Si—Si

bond, or the reformation of the junction. We suggest that rotation about one or both of

the naphthyl—Si bonds subsequent to Si—Si cleavage could prevent bond reformation.

Another possibility we considered is high-bias induced oxidation of the disilane to the

siloxane since these experiments are performed under ambient conditions.94 To test this

hypothesis, we independently synthesize the siloxane78 corresponding to 5 (structure in

Figure 1.17b). We find that its conductance is 1.5 times the conductance of the broken

Si2Naph junction (conductance histogram in Figure 1.17b). We conclude that it is un-

likely that the conductance we observe upon Si—Si bond rupture may be attributed to

the formation of the siloxane.

Figure 1.17: Chemical structures and the corresponding conductance histograms of (a)
1,8-bis(2-(methylthio)ethyl)-naphthalene and (b) siloxane 5.
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Density Functional Theory Calculations

We now turn to ab initio computations carried out using density functional theory and

molecular dynamics to understand the mechanism of the voltage-induced bond rupture

processes observed here. We first consider impact of an applied voltage on the junction to

see if any Stark effect95 could polarize the Si—Si bond, thus destabilizing it. We construct

a molecular junction using electrodes that consist of seven layers of 16 gold atoms on

both sides terminated by a trimer that serves as a tip structure on which the molecule is

bound. This junction is relaxed using DFT within the GGA of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzen-

hof (PBE)96,97 and a double-ζ-basis set as implemented in SIESTA.98,99 Details of our DFT

calculations are provided in a previous work.66 The DFT optimized junction geometry is

first determined and then a bias-dependent steady-state density matrix is calculated self-

consistently following a standard first principles approach.100,101 A bias voltage of 1.0 V

is applied to the junction by fixing the chemical potential of the two electrodes symmet-

rically around the junction Fermi level and the potential profile across the molecule is

obtained. From this profile, we find that about 15% of the voltage drops across the Si—Si

bond in the Au-Si2Naph-Au junction (Figure 1.18). This indicates that with a bias of 1.0

V applied on the junction, the Si—Si bond is under a 0.09 V/ electric field, which is un-

likely to have any significant impact on the bond.102–104 We add further that transmission

calculations for similar junctions have shown that there are no molecular resonances ac-

cessible within the bias window and thus transport is through an off-resonance tunneling

mechanism.17

We therefore conclude that bond rupture is through a current-induced mechanism
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Figure 1.18: 3D structure of Si2molecular junction with electrodes and calculated voltage
drop across the Si2 junction.

where the incoming electrons excite molecular vibrational modes of the junction. We

calculate the vibrational modes of Si2 and Si2Naph both in the isolated case and as a

junction using DFT with a finite difference procedure. The dynamical matrix is generated

using displacements of 0.025Å for each atom, along each Cartesian direction. In the case

of the junction, forces are computed using four layers of gold on each side, with only the

top-most layer and the binding motif included in the dynamical matrix, corresponding to

384 and 432 displacements for the Si2 and Si2Naph junctions, respectively.

In Figure 1.19, we plot the calculated vibrational spectra for Si2 (red) and Si2Naph

(purple) with the tick marks showing the decomposition of the Si—Si stretch modes with

significant displacement. For Si2, the Si—Si stretch is maximal for the modes at 28.9 and

50.8 meV, with non-negligible displacements for up to 103 meV. For Si2Naph, there is

significant hybridization of the Si—Si stretch and the Si—Naphthalene stretch, leading

to a denser spectrum of modes with significant Si—Si stretch in the 28-60 meV energy
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range. We first note that there are many Si—Si vibrational modes at low energies that

can be relatively easily excited as long as the voltage across the junction is greater than

∼ 200 mV. We note further that, due to their heavy mass, the Au-related modes are all at

energies below 20 meV, i.e. spectrally decoupled from the Si—Si stretch modes. Finally,

we find that a mode around 320 meV, which corresponds to an S—H stretching mode is

shifted to low energies upon the formation of an S—Au bond and H desorption.

Figure 1.19: Calculated vibrational modes for Si2 (red) and Si2Naph (purple) for the
molecule and molecular junction (including the electrodes) configurations. The vertical
tick marks indicate the decomposition of the most significant Si—Si stretch modes.

We have also calculated the vibrational spectra of Si2 and Si2Naph at finite electric

fields (-1 V ∼ 1V) and do not see any strong field-dependence (Figure 1.20, 1.21) or any

charging dependence (Figure 1.22, 1.23) in agreement with the weak voltage drop found
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Figure 1.20: Calculated vibrational modes for gas phase Si2 as a function of applied volt-
age.

Figure 1.21: Calculated vibrational modes for gas phase Si2Naph as a function of applied
voltage.

at the Si—Si bond (Figure 1.18).105 We conclude that we can excite the Si—Si modes at all

biases where we observe bond rupture. As the voltage is increased, the probability that

these vibrational modes are excited increases as the composition of the scattering states

around the Fermi energy has a weak energy dependence, and wider bias windows enable

multiple excitations to the vibrational modes. This proposed mechanism indicates that

the Si—Si bond rupture is a simple, direct homolytic cleavage as opposed to heterolysis
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Figure 1.22: Calculated vibrational modes for gas phase Si2 as a function of charge.

Figure 1.23: Calculated vibrational modes for gas phase Si2Naph as a function of charge.

or disintegration.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Next, we carry out ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of bond stability at

different finite temperatures using an NVT ensemble and the SIESTA code.100 We model

the junctions with one fixed layer of gold on each side and an ad-atom binding motif. We

compute 5 ps-long MD trajectories using a 1 fs time step at constant volume and temper-

ature. We compute the pair-distribution function for temperatures ranging from 300K to

1600K and determine the length of the Si—Si, Si—C and Au—S bonds at each tempera-

ture. In Figure 1.24, we plot the length distributions for these bonds in a Si2 molecular
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junction at different temperatures. We see that at temperature above 1000 K, the Si—

Si bond length varies by as much as 20% from the energy minimum bond length while

the Au—S bond length distributions show only a modest increase, and the C—Si bond

length distributions do not show any significant increase. While these temperatures are

in excess of the local temperature in molecular devices,106 they are compatible with non-

equilibriummode occupations induced by large current densities in a slowly-thermalizing

environment.107 This indicates that if the molecular vibrational modes are indeed excited

by the current, the Si—Si bond is most likely to rupture.

Figure 1.24: Molecular dynamics simulations showing distributions of bond lengths for
Si—Si (top), Si—C (middle) and Au—S (bottom) bonds as a function of temperature in a
Si2 molecular junction. Color scale indicates temperature range of 300 - 1600 K or 25.8–
137.9 meV.
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Conclusions

To conclude, we demonstrate an experimental method to investigate the bond stability

under an electric field using single molecule circuits. In this study, we apply this method

to Si2 and Si2Naph single molecule junctions and find different transport properties be-

tween them when the junctions rupture under an electric field. This provides strong evi-

dence that a Si—Si bond ruptures in both cases. We further investigate the bond rupture

mechanism through density functional theory and molecular dynamics calculations and

conclude that excitation of the vibrational modes in the molecular junction is the cause

of bond rupture in our measurements. The studies described here help deepen our under-

standing of the nature of the chemical bond in extreme environments.
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Chapter 2

Single Molecule Conductance of Linear Silanes and Germanes

2.1 Stereoelectronic Switching

Preface

This section is based on the manuscript entitled Stereoelectronic switching in single-

molecule junctions by Timothy Su, Haixing Li, Michael Steigerwald, Latha Venkataraman,

and Colin Nuckolls published in Nature Chemistry.12 Timothy Su of Prof. Nuckolls’ group

synthesized and characterized all the compounds. Timothy Su and Dr. Michael Steiger-

wald carried out calculations. I performed the conductance measurements and data anal-

ysis.

Abstract

A new intersection between reaction chemistry and electronic circuitry is emerging from

the ultraminiaturization of electronic devices. Over decades chemists have developed

a nuanced understanding of stereoelectronics to establish how the electronic properties

of molecules relate to their conformation; the recent advent of single-molecule break-

junction techniques provides the means to alter this conformation with a level of con-

trol previously unimagined. Here we unite these ideas by demonstrating the first single-
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molecule switch that operates through a stereoelectronic effect. We demonstrate this

behaviour in permethyloligosilanes with methylthiomethyl electrode linkers. The strong

σ conjugation in the oligosilane backbone couples the stereoelectronic properties of the

sulfur-methylene σ bonds that terminate the molecule. Theoretical calculations support

the existence of three distinct dihedral conformations that differ drastically in their elec-

tronic character. We can shift between these three species by simply lengthening or com-

pressing the molecular junction, and, in doing so, we can switch conductance digitally

between two states.

Introduction

The development of single-molecule conductance switches is crucial to the realization of

nanoscale electronic devices in which molecules will serve as components in electrical

circuitry.108,109 Controlling the electronic properties of single molecules in the context of

electronic devices is a relatively new field of interest; however, chemists have studied the

electronic properties ofmolecules in the context of chemical reactivity overmany decades.

Incorporating the paradigms of reaction chemistry into the design of molecular electronic

components can provide a tremendous impetus to advance the field of molecular electron-

ics. For example, chemical principles such as photocyclization,110 tautomerization111 and

cross-conjugation112 have inspired the genesis of many new types of molecular electronic

components.113–115

Here we introduce the first example of a molecular electronic switch that operates

through a stereoelectronic effect. Stereoelectronic effects are fundamental to reaction

chemistry because they determine how the properties and reactivities of molecules de-
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pend on the relative spatial orientations of their electron orbitals.116 The vast stereoelec-

tronics knowledge base can therefore serve as a tremendous resource in controlling elec-

tronics at the single-molecule level by directing molecular conformation. Although con-

formational effects have been reported in other single-molecule devices, none of these

reported components have demonstrated digital switching between conductance states

by controlling bond rotation, as is shown here.117–122

We utilize the sub-ångström level of control in a scanning tunnelling microscope-

based break-junction (STM-BJ) technique to manipulate specific dihedral angles in per-

methyloligosilanes with aurophilic methylthiomethyl electrode contacts (Figure 2.1). We

can increase the conductance by elongating the molecular junction and decrease the con-

ductance by compressing the electrodes; each terminal (C—S—C—Si) dihedral angle that

couples the electrode-linker orbital into the σ framework acts as a gate to control con-

ductance. We find an analogy in the computational studies of Franco et al., who predicted

the same principle in a cyclophane in which junction elongation opens a more conductive

channel for transport.123 The switching that we see is binary in the sense that there are

only two discrete conductances. We see no evidence of intermediate conductance values,

and therefore the switching is faster than the microsecond time resolution of the STM.

Results and Discussion

Synthetic Design Figure 2.2 shows the iterative synthesis we devised for the [SiMe2]n

oligosilanes (n=1-10) terminated by methylthiomethyl linkers (Si1-Si10). We grow

α,ω-diphenyloligosilane 2 outwards, two silicon subunits at a time, by treating α,ω-

dichlorooligosilane 3 with two equivalents of dimethylphenylsilyl magnesium 1.124
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Figure 2.1: Structures of oligosilanes Si1−Si10 (Si (orange), C (teal), S (yellow), H (gray))
calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G** level of theory. The backbone (Si—Si—Si—Si) dihedral
angles are held to 180° to emphasize the length difference across the oligosilane series. Si,
orange; C, teal; S, yellow; H, grey.

Protodesilylation of α,ω-diphenyloligo-silane 2 under acidic conditions furnished the

chain-extended α,ω-dichlorooligosilane 3.125 The odd and even series were built from

the commercially available mono- and disilanes, respectively. We functionalized

α,ω-dichlorooligosilane 3 with electrode linkers (CH2SMe) in two steps. We in-

stalled the halomethyl groups in α,ω-bis(halomethyl)oligosilane 4 by generating the

halomethyllithium in the presence of 3.79,80 We obtained the final α,ω-bis(methyl-

thiomethyl)oligosilanes Si1-Si10 from nucleophilic substitution of the primary halide

with sodium thiomethoxide.126

STM-BJ We measured the single-molecule conductance of Si1-Si10 using the STM-

BJ technique.8 The STM-BJ measurement proceeds as follows: point contacts between

the Au STM tip and the substrate electrodes are repeatedly broken and formed in a so-
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Figure 2.2: Iterative synthesis of oligosilanes terminated with methylthiomethyl end-
groups. (a) Li (0), THF, 0 ˚C; iPrMgCl, 0 ˚C. (b) THF, 0˚C. n = 3-10 were synthesized
in 60% to 84% yield. (c) For n = 3-4: HCl, AlCl3, toluene, r.t. For n=5-10: TfOH, DCM,
0˚C; NEt3•HCl, Et2O, 0˚C. 64% to 77% yield. (d) For n = 1-2: LiBr, CH2Br2, n-BuLi, THF,
-78˚C. For n = 3-10: CH2BrCl, n-BuLi, THF, -78˚C. 48% to 93% yield. (e) NaSMe, EtOH,
0˚C. 11-86% yield.

lution of the target molecule (1mM for Si1-6, 0.1mM for Si7-9, 0.05mM for Si10 in 1,2,4-

trichlorobenzene) at room temperature and under ambient conditions. After the Au—

Au point contact is broken, aurophilic thiomethyl groups67 on the molecule bridge the

electrodes to form an Au-molecule-Au junction. Conductance is measured across the gap

as a function of the tip-substrate displacement, and the resulting traces reveal molecule-

dependent plateaus that signify junction formations with conductance values below G0

(2e2/h), the quantum of conductance, where e is charge of an electron and h is Planck’s

constant.127 The molecular junction breaks once the tip-substrate electrode gap becomes

too wide for the molecule to coordinate to both electrodes. Thousands of molecular junc-

tions are analyzed using logarithm-binned one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional

(2D) histograms. 1D histograms provide a distribution of all measured conductance val-

ues from all traces; 2D histograms sum all the conductance values and retain the relative

displacement information.128

The 1D conductance histograms for Si1-Si10 are compiled in Figure 2.3a. All the
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Figure 2.3: Conductance histograms of the oligosilane series. (a) Logarithm-binned 1D
histograms for Si1-Si10. The arrows denote the peak maxima used in b. All histograms
are normalized by the number of traces used to construct the histograms. (b) Conductance
peak values for Si1-Si10 plotted against the effective molecule length give the decay con-
stant β.

oligosilanes (n = 1-10) gave the same general peak shape: a sharp maximum at higher

conductance followed by a broad tail at lower conductance. There is an exponential de-

crease in conductance as n increases; we quantified this decrease by deriving the length-

dependent conductance decay value (β).42,78 Figure 2.3b shows a plot of the conductance

maxima from the 1D histograms against each oligomer’s effective molecular length (L).

L is defined as the distance between the two distal methylenes in each density functional

theory (DFT)-optimized structure. We obtain β by fitting a line through these points on a

semi-log scale. Figure 2.3b shows that the conductances of Si1-Si10 fit to a line with β =

0.39± 0.01 Å−1. As a comparison, linear alkanes terminated with thiomethyl linkers have

a β valueof 0.70 ± 0.03 Å−1.67 This difference arises from the increased σ delocalization

that occurs in Si compared with C, as bonding orbitals increase in size and energy down

the periodic table.129,130 As we show below, this additional delocalization in the silanes en-

ables us to observe different conductance values for two distinct sets of rotational isomers
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in a single molecule.

Figure 2.4: β plot for oligosilanes with thioanisole linkers (left) and methylthiomethyl
linkers (right).

We note that in our previous study of the length-dependent properties in oligosilanes

with thioanisole linkers,78 we found β = 0.27 Å−1 for n=1-4. The longer oligomers with

thioanisole contacts do not fall on the same fit and instead we find that n=4-6 fit to β = 0.46

Å−1 (Figure 2.4). The high “contact resistance” of the thioanisole linker prevented us from

measuring oligomers longer than n=7. A rigorous study comparing the shorter and longer

thioanisole-terminated oligosilanes is outside the scope of this study; however, we offer

here a simple qualitative reason for why they are different. For the short oligosilanes,

the tunneling orbital is predominately comprised of the S pπ lone pair and aryl C π-

orbitals so the tunneling orbital has much more π-character rather than σ-character. In

the methylthiomethyl-terminated oligosilanes here, there are only σ-bonds between the

two S atoms, so we never see a sudden change in our β plot where the σ-orbitals start to

play a more dominant role as we do with the thioanisole-terminated silanes.

We defined L in this study as the distance between the distal methylenes in Si1-Si10

to compare the results with our previous study of oligosilanes that have thioanisole link-
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ers, in which L was defined as the distance between the two aryl carbons that terminated

the silane chain.78 By extrapolating our fit to L = 0, we found that the contact resistance

of the methylthiomethyl linker (0.95 MΩ) was two orders of magnitude smaller than that

of our previous thioanisole linker (83 MΩ). The low contact resistance of the methylth-

iomethyl linkers enabled us to measure the longer oligosilanes in this study and, more

importantly, to show that the conductance mechanism in these longer silane chains oc-

curs through non-resonant transport, as evidenced by the clear exponential dependence

of conductance with length.131

Figure 2.5: Conductance data of Si4. (a) Individual traces from the measurement of Si4
as electrode displacement increases. Sample traces are offset along the displacement axis
for clarity. (b) 2D conductance-displacement histogram for Si4 compiled from traces that
demonstrate switching. The inset is a compilation of the pre-switching (black line) and
post-switching (grey line) regions into 1D histogram plots; the total 1D histogram for Si4
(red line) is superimposed for comparison.

Analysis of switching behaviour For each silane (Si1-Si10) a large fraction of

traces showed an abrupt jump from a lower to a higher value of conductance as the tip-

substrate electrode gap widened. Although a similar effect has been observed before in

other systems,132–134 it is uncommon; molecular junctions do not typically demonstrate
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this inverted conductance behaviour. Figure 2.5a demonstrates this effect in individual

traces. 2D histograms allow us to interpret conductance as a function of electrode dis-

placement. We compiled our 2D histograms from traces that exhibited a switch from low

to high conductance. Figure 2.5b depicts such a histogram for Si4, in which switching

from low to high conductance occurs on elongation in 50% of 6,000 total traces in which

we observe a clear molecular conductance plateau (Figure 2.6 gives the 2D histograms

for the other oligosilanes). We defined the point of zero relative displacement as the

point along the elongation trajectory at which switching occurs (Figure 2.5b). Aligning

the traces to the switching event enabled us to sort the histogram into two regimes: the

lower-conducting (low G) pre-switch state (where x < 0) and the higher-conducting (high

G) post-switch state (where x > 0). The insets of Figure 2.5b and 2.6 show the 1D his-

tograms that resulted from this separation of the low and high G states (grey and black

lines, respectively). The highG peak is sharp and the lowGpeak is broad. The inset reveals

that the sharp peak and broad tail characteristic of each oligosilane arises from the super-

position of these two distinct conductance states: in each case a broad low-conductance

peak and a sharp high-conductance peak combine to give the asymmetric peak seen in

Figure 2.3a. The conductances of the low and high G peaks for each oligosilane are plotted

against molecular length in Figure 2.7. Both states decay across the series with the same

β value, but in each member of the series the two conductance values differ by about a

factor of two.

These molecular switches are robust; we can exercise them in real time. We per-

formed five consecutive compression-elongation cycles in Si6 in which we compressed

and retracted the Au-Si6-Au junction near the point of full extension (Figure 2.8). In each
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Figure 2.6: 2D histograms of Si1-Si3; Si5-Si10. For measurements with Si10, we observe
two high G peaks (apparent in Figure 2.3a) that are most probably due to the frequent
formation of junctions with two molecules in parallel. The switching data presented in
the 2D histogram for Si10 below should then also describe switching events where two
molecules in the low G state switch to two molecules in the high G state. This can be
rationalized from the corresponding inset where the conductance profiles of the pre- and
post-switching states are overlaid with the 1D conductance histogram of Figure 2.3a.

cycle we elongated the molecular junction fully, held the junction in place for 50 ms, com-

pressed the electrodes by 1.9 Å and then held the junction at this new displacement for

another 50 ms (we chose the 1.9 Å distance by which we compressed and elongated these

junctions from the 2D histogram shown in Figure 2.6, which shows the extent of the high

G state). Figure 2.8a shows a compilation of our results over 10,600 traces that started
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Figure 2.7: β values of the low G and high G peaks from the 1D histograms in the inset
of Figure 2.5b and 2.6. “Peak”describes the conductance value determined from the 1D
histograms in Figure 2.5b, 2.6 without selection. The β values are as follows: Peak = 0.39
± 0.01; High = 0.37 ± 0.01; Low = 0.38 ± 0.01. As described in the caption of Figure 2.6, the
same analysis does not apply for Si10. The “contact resistance”of the high G and Low G
states are 1.036 MΩ and 1.972 MΩ respectively.

Figure 2.8: 2D histograms of compression-elongation cycles for the Au-Si6-Au junction.
(a) A modified piezo ramp (black line) is applied to induce switching. Traces are aligned
to the beginning of the first hold period. 2D histogram constructed from all traces for
which a molecule remains in the junction during all the hold periods. No other selection
was applied. Switching sharpens with each oscillation. (b) Clean switching from the first
to last oscillation occurs in 33% of traces.

at a conductance that corresponded to the peak shown in the histogram in Figure 2.3a.

The majority of these traces switched between a high and low state, as is clearly visible

in the 2D histogram. Further, we observed a “burn in” effect in which switching between

the states became sharper with each additional compression-elongation cycle. This be-
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haviour suggests that the oscillation cycles are training135 our device by reorganizing the

junction into a new environment in which it behaves more effectively as a switch. Clean

switching from the first to last elongation-compression cycle occurs in about one-third of

traces (Figure 2.8b).

We performed a single compression-elongation cycle on Si6 and compared our re-

sults with those for 1,8 bis(thiomethyl)octane(C8), which has the same -CH2SMe linker

as Si6 but an aliphatic carbon backbone between the linkers (Figure 2.9). Although the

Au-Si6-Au junction demonstrates two-state conductance switching with the conductance

increasing on elongation, the Au-C8-Au junction maintains a relatively constant conduc-

tance over the course of the cycle and shows only a small decrease in conductance on

elongation, probably because of a decrease in the through-space conductance compo-

nent.29,136–139

We can begin to understand why switching occurs as the junction elongates by com-

paring the 2D histogram characteristics of the low and high G states across the oligosilane

series (Figure 2.6). First, conductance changes by a factor of two for all oligosilanes re-

gardless of the length of the Si chain. Second, the length of the conductance-plateau

characteristic of the low G state increases from Si1 to Si10 (1 Å for Si1 to 10 Å for Si10),

whereas that of the high G state stays relatively constant (1.5-2.0 Å). The consistency in

the switching ratio and high G length across the entire oligosilane series suggests that

the high G state arises from a molecular feature that is common to all oligomers and in-

variant among them. We therefore do not believe that the switching we observed here

arose from sudden rotations of the internal Si—Si—Si—Si dihedral geometries (Figure

2.10).140–142 Given these details and the stereoelectronics of bonding around sulfur,143 we
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Figure 2.9: 2D histogram of compression-elongation experiment for Si6 and C8. The his-
tograms are constructed from all traces where a molecule remains in the junction during
all three hold periods. No other selection is applied. We elongate the molecular junction,
hold the junction in place for 0.1 s, compress the electrodes by 1.9 Å, hold the junction
at this new displacement for another 0.1 s, then retract the electrodes until the junction
breaks. (a) 2D histogram for Si6 demonstrates switching between states over three hold
periods. (b) 2D histogram forC8 does not demonstrate switching between discrete states.
(c) 1D histograms of the three hold periods for Si6. We observe some residual high G char-
acter in the 2nd hold period possibly from junctions that do not switch. (d) 1D histograms
of the three hold periods for C8. We see that the peak maximum stays at approximately
the same conductance during each hold period. The higher conducting shoulder in the
2nd hold period originates from the distance-dependent nature of tunneling.

hypothesize that the stereoelectronic effects of the two terminal dihedral angles (H3C—

S—CH2—SiMe2-) that terminate each oligosilane are fundamentally responsible for the

switching we observed here. These dihedral angles should be particularly susceptible to

changes in the tip-substrate distance because they involve gold atoms from the electrodes
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Figure 2.10: Si-Si-Si-Si dihedral angles for the lowest energy structures from Figure 2.14c
(purple = A-A; yellow = O-A; green = O-O). Each lowest energy geometry at every Au-Au
distance calculated has a transoid Si—Si—Si—Si geometry.

exerting torque on the molecule via the sulfur lone pair.

Experimental Details 2D conductance histograms (Figure 2.5b,2.6) were generated

using the selection algorithm flow chart shown in Figure 2.11. First, we select the traces

Figure 2.11: Algorithm for 2D conductance analysis

that demonstrate a clean break in conductance from the molecular plateau to the noise

level of the instrument (3×10−6 G0). This ensures that we are selecting traces where a

junction rupture event occurs. Second, we select traces that demonstrate at least one
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abrupt conductance change fromwithin the plateau, whichwe define as a switching event.

We use an algorithm that includes looking at the conductance derivative to identify such

events following a procedure detailed in Aradhya et al.83 We scan this derivative plot

from right to left and select the first maximum above an oligosilane-specific threshold (we

determine this threshold from trace-by-trace analysis). This allows us to align the traces

to the final switching event. Finally, we select traces that demonstrate a switch from low

to high conductance. We use 100 data points on both sides of the drop to compare the two

conductance states. All traces are aligned to zero-displacement at their switch position

to construct the 2D histogram. These three criteria ensure that selection is not based on

conductance plateau value, plateau shape or plateau length.

Figure 2.12: A sample trace of Si4 showing the location of the switch as determined fol-
lowing our algorithm. The black dashed line denotes the switch position where we align
the trace to zero-displacement in the 2D histogram.

DFT analysis We examined the effect of electrode displacement on molecular ge-

ometry in a DFT model system using Jaguar. In this model we attached single Au atoms

to both sulfur atoms in Si4 to simulate the bonding to Au electrodes and varied the Au-to-

Au distance. In the STM-BJ experiment the two Au electrodes perform two distinct, albeit
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closely related functions: (1) they provide the electrical environment through which the

current passes, and (2) they dictate the geometry of the included molecule. Our com-

putational model describes both features. We first performed geometry optimizations to

determine how the lowest energy conformation of the molecule changes on increasing

the Au-Au distance. To model the influence that the Au electrodes have on the geometry

of the molecule, we considered the [Au-Si4-Au]2+ model system (removing two elec-

trons from the complex) to increase the Au—S bond strength and mimic binding to a

slightly positive undercoordinated Au atom on an Au electrode.67 Model calculations on

the free trimethyl(methylsulfanylmethyl)silane (Me—S—CH2—SiMe3) molecule demon-

strated two isoenergetic local minima at 90° and 270° (ortho) and a global minimum at 180°

(anti), as expected from simple stereoelectronic considerations (Figure 2.13). We therefore

Figure 2.13: Energy plot for tetramethylsilylmethylsulfide H3C-S-CH2-SiMe3. We find a
global minimum (A) at ω=180° and two local minima (O) at ω=90° and 270°. These geome-
tries were calculated in 5˚ increments at the B3LYP/6-31G** level.

set both dihedral angles to anti in our starting geometry, optimized the [Au-Si4-Au]2+

complex without constraint and defined the resulting Au-Au distance as the elongation

= 0 point (Figure 2.14b,c). We then performed a series of calculations to understand the

response of the Si4 bridge to changes in the Au-Au gap. To obtain the lowest energy
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structure at each Au-Au distance, we varied the (fixed) Au-Au distance in 0.25 Å incre-

ments while allowing the rest of the molecule to optimize its geometry without additional

constraints. These geometry optimizations confirm that the terminal dihedral orientation

depends strongly on the distance between the Au atoms (that is, the size of the inter-

electrode gap). Just as in the free Me—S—CH2—SiMe3 molecule, there are two distinct

anti and ortho Me—S—CH2—SiMe2- dihedral geometries in our Au-Si4-Au model. The

anti (A) geometry places the Me-S bond antiperiplanar (Au-S bond is perpendicular) to

the CH2—SiMe2 bond; the ortho (O) geometry places the Me-S bond perpendicular (Au-S

bond is antiperiplanar) to the CH2—SiMe2 bond (Figure 2.14a). The results of our geom-

etry optimizations suggest that there are two competing sources of strain: steric strain

from the S—CH2 σ-bond stereochemistry and mechanical strain from electrode separa-

tion. Steric strain favors the anti geometry because it minimizes steric repulsion between

the bulky S-methyl and SiMe2 groups. Mechanical strain pulls the S—Au bond into an

antiperiplanar position to adopt the longest possible molecular geometry, and thereby

forces the S-methyl group into an ortho relationship with the SiMe2 group. As the me-

chanical strain starts to eclipse the steric strain, the two terminal Me—S—CH2—SiMe2

dihedral angles in the lowest-energy Au-Si4-Au geometries change, as shown in Figure

2.14a, from A-A (purple) to O-A (yellow) to O-O (green).

The competing effect of steric versus mechanical strain on the molecular geome-

try is evident in Figure 2.14b. We fixed the terminal dihedrals to A-A, O-A and O-O to

demonstrate how the relative energies of these three configurations change as a function

of Au-Au distance. At short distances the steric strain has a stronger influence on molec-

ular geometry: the A-A configuration is the lowest in energy and the energy difference
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Figure 2.14: (a) Newman projections for the A-A (purple), O-A (yellow), and O-O (green)
dihedral configurations from the perspective of the sulfur-methylene σ-bond in the Au-
Si4-Au system. Junction elongation strains the molecule into the higher conducting O-O
conformer. (b) The relative energies of the A-A, O-A, and O-O conformers in the [Au-
Si4-Au]2+ model system (B3LYP/LACVP**) are obtained by subtracting the total energy
of the A-A conformer at each particular Au-Au distance. The colored arrows denote the
specific Au-Au distance where each configuration experiences its lowest total energy. (c)
Tunnel coupling as a function of Au-Au distance plotted relative to tunnel coupling at
the elongation = 0 point for the Au-Si4-Au model system (B3LYP/LACVP**). Tunnel cou-
pling calculations were performed on the lowest energy geometries that were optimized
without dihedral constraint.

between each conformational state is relatively small. As the distance between the Au

atoms increases and more mechanical strain is imposed on the molecule, the O-O config-

uration becomes the most energetically stable state and the energy differences between

the three conformers become relatively large. To determine the trends in conductance for

the lowest-energy structures that occur at each Au-Au distance, we calculated the energy
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splitting between the frontier molecular orbitals of the neutral Au-molecule-Au complex.

The frontier orbitals are predominantly of Au 6s and S lone-pair antibonding character

and are tunnel-coupled through the molecular backbone, which results in a symmetric

and antisymmetric pair with a splitting of 2t, where t is defined as the tunnel coupling

parameter.42 The square of the tunnel coupling has been shown to be proportional to

molecular conductance for many different systems.42,68,144–146 We plot in Figure 2.14c the

square of the tunnel coupling (4t2) for the Au-Si4-Au geometries relative to the elongation

= 0 point. Conductance reflects the strength of coupling between the two gold electrodes

through the molecule. We have shown previously that the Si—Si σ-bond framework pro-

vides the orbital through which the electron tunnels in an oligosilane.78 Considering these

two factors, one would predict a lower conductivity for the A-A and O-A configurations

because the anti dihedral describes a S-Au bond that is perpendicular to the plane of the

Si-Si bonds and therefore poorly coupled to the rest of the molecule. Conversely, one

would predict higher conductivity for the O-O configuration because both S-Au bonds

are aligned with the neighbouring C-Si bonds, and therefore the entire set of Si-Si bonds

in the molecule.

This intuition rationalizes why the tunnel coupling remains constant as the mini-

mum geometry transitions from A-A to O-A, but increases significantly as the molecule

transitions from O-A to O-O (Figure 2.14c). In the O-O state, both Au atoms are finally

aligned for coupling through the strong σ conjugation in the silane backbone. This inter-

pretation implies that, even though there are three conformational states (A-A, O-A and

O-O), we only observe a two-state conductance system because the A-A and O-A con-

formers have a similar tunnel coupling and are therefore indistinguishable in the junc-
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tion. We applied the same DFT treatment to 1,6-bis(thiomethyl)hexane (C6) and found

that the same conformational shift from A-A to O-A to O-O states occurred as we in-

creased the Au-Au distance; however, the tunnel coupling remained constant because

the poorly conjugated C-C σ bonds did not improve the coupling between the Au atoms

in the O-O dihedral configuration (Figure 2.15). The experimental implication is that,

Figure 2.15: Tunnel coupling as a function of Au-Au distance plotted relative to the D=0
point for the Au-C6-Au model system. The dihedral configurations are labeled in A-
A=purple, O-A=yellow, O-O=green.

even though this three-state conformational system exists in alkanes, we only observe a

one-state electronic system because all three dihedral conformers are indistinguishable in

conductance. The strong σ conjugation in the oligosilane backbone electronically couples

the linker dihedrals that terminate each end of the molecule - we can therefore resolve

the conductances of two different sets of rotational isomers that arise from the stereo-

electronics of the sulfur-methylene σ bond and switch between them by stretching and

compressing our molecular junction.
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Conclusion

The canons of σ stereoelectronics were developed to understand the relationship between

conformation and electronics in aliphatic systems. However, the weak conjugation in

C-C σ bonds diminishes the utility of stereoelectronics in controlling charge transport

through aliphatic wires. In this study, we demonstrate that the strong conjugation in Si

—Si σ bonds enables us to observe and exploit stereoelectronic effects in single-molecule

junctions. The oligosilane switches developed here are the first in a new class of stere-

oelectronic device components; these switches function from the stereoelectronic prop-

erties of the sulfur—methylene σ bond. We can transpose the σ-stereoelectronic models

originally devised for alkanes to silanes because they share a similar tetrahedral bonding

geometry. We therefore envision that many more silicon-based electronic components

inspired from the expansive σ-stereoelectronics literature will soon be realized.

2.2 Conductance Trend From Alkanes to Silanes to

Germanes

Preface

This section is based on themanuscript entitled Single-Molecule Conductance in Atomically

Precise Germanium Wires by Timothy Su,† Haixing Li,† Vivian Zhang, Madhav Neupane,

Arunabh Batra, Rebekka Klausen, Bharat Kumar, Michael Steigerwald, Latha Venkatara-

man, and Colin Nuckolls published in JACS ( † indicates equal contribution).14 Timothy

Su, Vivian Zhang, and Madhav Neupane of Prof. Nuckolls’ group synthesized and char-
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acterized all compounds. Timothy Su carried out theoretical calculations. I performed

the conductance measurements and data analysis.

Abstract

While the electrical conductivity of bulk-scale group 14 materials such as diamond car-

bon, silicon, and germanium is well understood, there is a gap in knowledge regarding the

conductivity of these materials at the nano- andmolecular-scale. Filling this gap is impor-

tant because integrated circuits have shrunk so far that their active regions, which rely

so heavily on silicon and germanium, begin to resemble ornate molecules rather than ex-

tended solids. Here we unveil a new approach for synthesizing atomically discrete wires

of germanium and present the first conductance measurements of molecular germanium

using a scanning tunneling microscope-based break-junction (STM-BJ) technique. Our

findings show that germanium and silicon wires are nearly identical in conductivity at

the molecular scale, and that both are much more conductive than aliphatic carbon. We

demonstrate that the strong donor ability of C-Ge σ-bonds can be used to raise the energy

of the anchor lone pair and increase conductance. Furthermore the oligogermane wires

behave as conductance switches that function through stereoelectronic logic. These de-

vices can be trained to operate with a higher switching factor by repeatedly compressing

and elongating the molecular junction.
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Introduction

Here we describe both the first deterministic synthesis of long, linear permethyloli-

gogermanes and the first conductance measurements on these atomically precise, single-

molecule strands of germanium (Figure 2.16). An understanding of charge transport in

atomically precise, molecular scale germanium will inform the transport issues and op-

portunities in ever-smaller silicon-germanium integrated circuits.147 Moreover, nanoscale

forms of germanium such as germanene,148,149 germanium quantum dots,150 and germa-

nium nanowires,151–155 are emerging as new materials with interesting electronic proper-

ties.

The synthesis that is developed here allows us to easily functionalize these germa-

niumwires with aurophilic methylthiomethyl groups on their termini to allow connection

to gold electrodes. Using the scanning tunneling microscope-based break-junction (STM-

BJ) method, we find that each Gen oligomer is more conductive than its Sin isostructure

due to the enhanced interaction in the contact group between the sulfur lone pair and the

more strongly donating C-Ge σ-bond. However, adding an additional Ge-Ge σ-bond in

the germanium wires has essentially the same effect on the magnitude of conductance as

adding an additional Si-Si σ-bond in silicon wires. The Au-Gen-Au junction switches to a

high conductance (G) state only when both terminal Me-S-CH2-GeMe2- dihedral angles

are twisted into ortho configurations, suggesting a possible route to an “AND” logic gate
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that operates bymeans of a stereoelectronic effect. Furthermore, we find that the repeated

compression and elongation of the Au-Gen-Au junction causes the device to switch with

a higher conductive magnitude with each successive cycle; these cycles effectively mold

the electrodes into an optimal morphology for mechanically manipulating the geometry

of the molecule in the junction.

Figure 2.16: (a) STM-BJ experimental diagram of Au-Ge10-Au junction. (b) DFT-
optimized structures for the Ge1-Ge10 series with backbone dihedrals held at 180˚. Ge,
green; C, gray; S, yellow; H omitted to clarify the view.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis In order to study the conductance properties of molecular germanium, we

needed to develop a new synthesis that was robust and produced linear-chain oligoger-

mane wires in a stepwise fashion. Though germanium oligomers have been known since

1925,156 methods for the facile synthesis and isolation of long (n > 6) linear oligogermanes

have not been reported.157–159 Wurtz coupling between Me3GeCl and Me2GeCl2 has been
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used to synthesize long oligogermanes (≤ Ge10Me22), but these reactions give low yielding

mixtures that are difficult to separate and products that are not functionalized.160

Here we introduce a new method for synthesizing an entire series of permethyloli-

gogermanes (from n = 1-10) that are terminated with methylthiomethyl contacts in high

yields with easy purification. Our approach was inspired by the iterative synthesis of

α,ω-diphenylpermethyloligogermanes (Ph-[GeMe2]n-Ph) for n=1-5 pioneered by Kumada

and coworkers.161 They observed low yields for this reaction due to the tendency of Ge-Ge

bonds to disproportionate in the presence of strong nucleophiles such as dimethylphenyl-

germyl lithium. We were able to prevent oligogermane disproportionation by attenuating

the strength of the nucleophile via transmetalation with MgBr2, thereby accessing high

yields (62-87%) of the longer oligomers. This simple adaptation has enabled us to achieve

the first deterministic synthesis of germanium oligomers with n > 6. Using this new ap-

proach we have synthesized the longest linear oligogermane (Ge11Me22Ph2) reported to

date.

Figure 2.17: Iterative synthesis of permethyloligogermanes terminated with methylth-
iomethyl end groups. The n+2 oligomer growth cycle is depicted in blue.(a) i. Li, THF.
ii. MgBr2, THF. (b) THF, 0 ˚C. For n = 3-10 yields are 62-87%. (c) i. CF3SO3H, CH2Cl2.
ii. Et3N•HCl, Et2O. For n = 3-10 yields are 65 - 94%. (d) n-BuLi, TMEDA, CH3SCH3, THF.
For n = 1-10 yields are 40 - 84%.
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Figure 2.17 illustrates our iterative approach to synthesizing the [GeMe2]n oligoger-

manes (n = 1-10) terminated by electrode-binding methylthiomethyl endgroups (Ge1-

Ge10, Figure 2.16). We reduce chlorodimethylphenylgermane with lithium metal161

and then transmetalate with MgBr2 to access dimethylphenylgermylmagnesium bro-

mide 1. We grow α,ω-diphenyloligogermane 2 outwards, two germanium subunits at

a time, by treating α,ω-dichlorooligogermane 3 with two equivalents of 1. After pu-

rification of 2, protiodegermylation of α,ω-diphenyloligogermane 2 under acidic condi-

tions furnishes the chain-extended α,ω-dichlorooligogermane 3.125 We functionalize α,ω-

dichlorooligogermane 3 with electrode contacts (CH2SMe) by reacting 3 with methylth-

iomethyllithium162 to furnish the final α,ω-bis(methylthiomethyl)oligogermanes Ge1-

Ge10.

ConductanceMeasurementsWemeasured the singlemolecule conductance of oli-

gogermanes Ge1-10 with a scanning tunneling microscope-based break-junction (STM-

BJ) technique.8 In brief, Au-Gen-Au junctions are formed by repeatedly breaking and

forming point contacts between Au tip and substrate electrodes in a dilute (0.10-1.00

mM) solution of the oligogermane in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene under ambient conditions.

After the Au-Au point contact is broken, the aurophilic thiomethyl groups67 on the oli-

gogermane bind the electrodes to form a Au-Gen-Au junction. Conductance is measured

across the gap as a function of tip-substrate displacement, and the resulting traces re-

veal molecule-dependent plateaus signifying junction formation with conductance val-

ues below G0 (2e2/h), the quantum of conductance describing a single Au-Au atomic con-

tact.127 The junction breaks once the distance between the electrodes becomes too large

for the molecule to bridge this gap. We form and break thousands of molecular junc-
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tions and analyze all measured traces using logarithm-binned one-dimensional (1D) and

two-dimensional (2D) histograms. 1D histograms provide a distribution of all measured

conductance values from all traces; 2D histograms sum all conductance values while re-

taining relative displacement information.163

Figure 2.18: (a) Logarithm-binned 1D conductance histograms of Ge1-Ge10, each com-
prising thousands ofmeasurement traces. (b) Conductance peak positions from the simple
elongation measurements of C4-C8; Si1-Si10; Ge1-10 (Figure a) plotted against effective
molecular length (L, in Å) give the decay constant β. βC = 0.74 ± 0.03 Å−1, βSi = 0.39 ±
0.01 Å−1, βGe = 0.36 ± 0.01 Å−1.

The 1D histograms for the conductance measurements of Ge1-Ge10 are shown in

Figure 2.18a. The peak positions demonstrate a clear exponential decrease in conductance

as the molecular length increases from n = 1-10. We obtain β for the Gen series in Figure

2.18b by plotting the conductance peaks from Figure 2.18a against the effective molecular

length (L) on a semi-log plot and fitting a line through these points, with G = R−1e−βL. For

every molecule described here, L is defined as the distance between the two distal methy-

lene carbons in the density functional theory (DFT) optimized structures, R is an effective

contact resistance, and β is the conductance decay parameter. β describes the extent to
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which conductance in a given oligomeric material decreases as the number of repeat units

increases, and depends strongly on the extent of electronic delocalization (conjugation) in

the backbone. We find that conductances fromGe1-Ge10 follow an exponential in L with

βGe = 0.36 ± 0.01 Å−1 (0.74 ± 0.02 n−1). This signifies that charge transport in molecular

germanium (up to Ge10) occurs through a coherent tunneling mechanism.131 Figure 2.19

plots the conductances of all molecules against n.

Figure 2.19: Conductance peak positions for measurements with C4-C8; Si1-Si10; Ge1-
10 plotted against the number (n) of atoms in the backbone chain between the distal
methylene units. Based on how we defined the nomenclature of C4-C8, n=2 for C4 and
n=6 for C8. βC = 0.94 ± 0.05 n−1, βSi = 0.75 ± 0.01 n−1, βGe = 0.74 ± 0.02 n−1.

We find that the decay constant of oligogermanes is very similar to that of oligosi-

lanes (βSi = 0.39 ± 0.01 Å−1, 0.75 ± 0.01 n−1) and oligoparaphenylenes146 while much

shallower than that of alkanes (βC = 0.74 ± 0.03 Å−1, 0.94 ± 0.05 n−1). Our experimental

findings are consistent with calculations of Matsuura on permethylated n=2-6 oligomers

of carbon, silicon, and germaniumwith -CH2SH linker endgroups.164 Matsuura calculated

βC=0.71 Å−1 for alkanes, βSi=0.31 Å−1 for oligosilanes, and βGe=0.34 Å−1 for oligoger-

manes. The β values determined from these computations are remarkably close to what

we observe experimentally.
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Because the repeat units in the alkane, silane, and germane oligomers are single

atomic units, β can serve as an index for comparing the intrinsic electrical σ-conductivity

of the group 14 elements at the single-bond level. The near-identical β values for silanes

and germanes suggest that Si-Si and Ge-Ge σ-bonds are similar in charge transport ability

at the molecular scale, and that both are much more conductive than C-C σ-bonds. This is

perhaps not surprising based on the relationship between conductance and conjugation

or electronic delocalization through the molecule.146 Alkanes demonstrate a high β value

because of the weak delocalization in the C-C σ-backbone.129 We previously established

that the shallow β value12,78 observed for oligosilanes is related to the strong conjugation

in the Si-Si bonds, which are much larger and more strongly interacting compared to C-C

σ-bond orbitals.165–169 Since oligosilanes and oligogermanes are known to display similar

degrees of σ-conjugation based on the spectroscopic and electrochemical studies of group

14 oligomers from the past several decades, it is not surprising that they also show near-

identical β values here. Drenth and co-workers characterized the ultraviolet absorption

in a series of peralkylated silicon and germanium oligomers (n = 2-6).170 Bymeasuring the

transition energy as a function of n, they elucidated the resonance stabilization energy

between adjacent atoms and ultimately demonstrated that silane and germane oligomers

share the same strength of conjugation between their σ-bonding orbitals. Boberski et

al. and Okano et al. studied σ-conjugation by probing the electrochemical oxidation

potentials of permethylated silicon and germanium oligomers.171,172 The data from these

two studies demonstrated that the first oxidation potential decreased by roughly the same

extent in silanes and germanes with increasing n. We find the same to be true for the

molecules studied here (Figure 2.19). Importantly, these single molecule measurements
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demonstrate that the numerous studies devoted to understanding the nature of orbital

interactions can serve as a predictive tool for designing molecular electronic components.

Though the Gen and Sin series are near-identical in β value, the conductance of each

germanium oligomer is ∼1.5 times higher than that of its silicon counterpart; this differ-

ence in conductance arises from subtle differences in the way H2C-GeMe2 and H2C-SiMe2

σ-bonds interact with the S pπ lone pair at each termini. C-Ge σ-bonds are more electron

donating than C-Si σ-bonds because they are higher in energy and more diffuse.173–177 The

molecular orbital most relevant to conductance in these systems is the HOMO, which fea-

tures strong S lone pair orbital character.10,12,178–180 The destabilizing interaction between

the filled S lone pair and the more strongly donating C-Ge σ-bond raises the HOMO en-

ergy closer toward the Au Fermi level, thereby increasing conductance.178,180,181

This line of reasoning is consistent with our DFT calculations of Si1 andGe1. Ge1 (-

5.49 eV) possesses a higherHOMOenergy than Si1 (-5.56 eV) in conformationswhere the S

lone pair and C-Si(Ge) σ-bond are coplanar. Our calculations are supported by Glass et al.,

who demonstrated that the ionization energy of organosulfides is inversely proportional

to the donor ability of the σ-bond in the β-position relative to the S atom.182 We also find

evidence for these destabilizing effects in our estimations of the HOMO energy from cyclic

voltammetry studies on the Sin and Gen series (Figure 2.20). As n increases, the HOMO

energies in both Gen and Sin rise with a similar slope but are offset by a roughly constant

energy value. These results demonstrate that we can utilize the differential donor ability

of σ-bonds to tune the energetics of the linker lone pair, and therefore, conductance. We

also note that there is an appreciable odd-even effect on conductance that exists for the

Gen series in Figure 2.18b, where the even-numbered oligomers fall below the decay line
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Figure 2.20: Cyclic voltammetry-derived HOMO levels (eV) for Sin, Gen series plotted
against n. The HOMO energies are determined from the onset of the first oxidation by
CV vs. Fc+/Fc and the equation EHOMO= -(4.80 V + Eox

onset).183

(error is within the size of the marker). The odd-even effect is also manifested in the

peak shapes of the odd and even oligomers - the odd oligomers are much sharper in

conductance width than the even ones (Figure 2.21). This alternate trend seems to occur

in the Sin series as well, although with a smaller magnitude. These odd-even effects may

stem from the strong vicinal hyperconjugation in germanes, and are the subject of further

study.184

Stereoelectronic Switching 2D histogram analysis (Figure 2.22, 2.23) and tunnel

coupling calculations (Figure 2.24) suggest that each Gen oligomer acts as a mechanically-

triggered switch that operates with a stereoelectronic mechanism analogous to what was

previously described for Si1-Si10 in chapter 2.1. In brief, elongating the Au-Gen-Au junc-

tion changes the lowest energy configuration of the two terminal Me-S-CH2-GeMe2- di-

hedrals from the sterically favored anti (A) conformation to the mechanically favored

ortho (O) conformation (Figure 2.25). The conductance-switching event likely embodies

a shift in molecular geometry from the low conducting A-A and O-A configurations to
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Figure 2.21: Log-binned 1D histograms of Ge1-10 shown as comparison between odd
(left) and even (right) series.

the high conducting O-O configuration. The conjugation in the Gen σ-backbone should

enable this mechanism of switching because it electronically couples the two terminal

Me-S-CH2-GeMe2- dihedrals.

George et al. modeled the relationship between conformation and conductance in

hydrogenated oligosilanes and found that conductance (and σ-conjugation) is maximized

when the Si-Si-Si-Si dihedrals have an anti (ω=180˚) geometry.141 Michl and cowork-

ers140,185 have demonstrated that permethyloligosilanes settle into transoid (ω=160-
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Figure 2.22: 2D histograms of conductance measurements forGe1-Ge10. Histograms are
created by aligning all traces to the displacement point where conductance crosses 0.5G0.
The color bar indicates the number of counts per 1000 traces.

175˚)142 rather than anti minimum energy geometries due to steric effects from the methyl

groups. We study permethylated oligosilanes and -germanes because they are muchmore

stable than their hydrogenated structural analogues. In our previous calculations on the

Au-Si4-Au system, we found that the internal Si-Si-Si-Si backbone geometry maintains

a relatively constant dihedral angle that averages around ω=168˚. Here we find that the

Ge-Ge-Ge-Ge dihedral in the Au-Ge4-Au system remains relatively constant with an av-

erage of ω=172˚. We hypothesize that the tetragermane dihedral is closer to anti than

the tetrasilane because the Ge-Ge bonds (2.51 Å) are longer than the Si-Si bonds (2.38

Å), which would reduce the steric repulsion from the methyl groups. These results sug-
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Figure 2.23: 2D histograms with displacement aligned to the switching event for Ge1-10.
Histograms are made from the traces showing a low to high G switching event during
the molecular junction elongation. The color bar indicates the number of counts per 1000
traces. The method for 2D histogram switching analysis is detailed in chapter 2.1. The
consistent factor of 1.6 switching ratio (see Figure 2.27) and ∼2 Å high G displacement
length indicate that the source of switching comes from a structural feature common to
all germanes studied here. These results evidence that it is the terminal dihedral angles
that account for switching, and not rotations to the internal Ge-Ge-Ge-Ge angles.

gest that the σ-conjugation in the oligogermane backbone is slightly stronger than in the

oligosilane backbone, since the dihedral angles are closer to anti. This would account for

the lower β value that we observe experimentally for the Gen series and the higher tun-

nel coupling ratio that we calculate for the high and low G states in oligogermanes versus

oligosilanes (Figure 2.24). Following this line of reasoning, we predict that structurally

constraining the σ-backbone to ω=180˚ in group 14 wires may enable even lower β values
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Figure 2.24: (a) Newman projections for the A-A (purple), O-A (yellow), and O-O (green)
dihedral configurations from the perspective of the sulfur-methylene σ-bond in the Au-
Ge4-Au system. (b)The relative energies of the A-A, O-A, and O-O conformers in the [Au-
Ge4-Au]2+ model system (B3LYP/LACVP**) are obtained by subtracting the total energy
of the A-A conformer at each particular Au-Au distance. (c) Tunnel coupling squared
as a function of Au-Au distance plotted relative to 4t2 at the elongation = 0 point for
the Au-Ge4-Au model system (B3LYP/LACVP**). Tunnel coupling calculations were per-
formed on the lowest energy geometries optimized without Me-S-CH2-GeMe2- dihedral
constraint.

and higher switching factors to be observed. Tamao and coworkers have synthesized such

conformationally locked oligosilanes and have demonstrated increased σ-conjugation in

the context of charge transfer124 and absorption186 studies.

Our tunnel coupling calculations also demonstrate that, in principle, the Gen

switches are capable of behaving as AND logic gates that follow the truth table in Figure

2.25 where the high G state is only observed under the condition that both terminal di-
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Figure 2.25: (a) Molecular structure of Ge6 with two terminal Me-S-CH2-GeMe2- dihe-
drals ω1 and ω2. (b) Newman projections of the mechanically favored ortho (left) and
sterically favored anti (right) dihedral configurations. (c) Standard representation of an
AND logic gate with ω1 and ω2 as inputs for stereoelectronic switching. (d) Truth table
for observing either the low conducting (L) or high conducting (H) state based on tunnel
coupling calculations.

hedral angles are in the ortho state. We have not yet experimentally realized such a logic

device because we can only indirectly set the dihedral configuration by regulating the

inter-electrode distance; developing a precise method for controlling each dihedral input

independently will enable the creation of a true stereoelectronic logic device.

Junction Training In the simple elongation experiments described above, we

continually widen the electrode gap until the molecular junction breaks. For all Gen

oligomers, conductance switches from a low to high G state (Figure 2.26a) in the final 2

Å of elongation with a factor that varies slightly from molecule to molecule (Figure 2.23,

2.27). For instance, Au-Ge5-Au junctions demonstrate a switching factor (defined as the

ratio of the conductance of the high G state to that of the low G state) of 1.6 upon the

initial elongation (Figure 2.27). Here we demonstrate that we can increase the switching

factor beyond this initial ratio by repeatedly compressing and elongating the molecular
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Figure 2.26: (a) Individual traces of Ge5 demonstrate switching from low to high con-
ductance as the molecular junction is elongated. (b) 2D histogram of five successive 2 Å
compression-elongation cycles for the Au-Ge5-Au junction measured using a modified
piezo ramp (black line). Switching is induced between low and high G states when the
junction is pushed and pulled consecutively. The 2D histogram is constructed from all
traces sustaining a junction over all ten hold sections. (c) 1D histograms compiled from
each hold period after compressions (gray lines) and hold periods after elongations (red
lines) from (b). (d) The conductance peak positions from the 1D histograms in (c) plotted
against the hold section. The ratio of conductance between the compression (low G) and
elongation (high G) peaks gives the switching factor for a single cycle. The switching
factors upon compression from cycles 1-5 are 1.6, 2.3, 2.9, 3.3, and 3.4 respectively.

junction with a modified piezo ramp (Figure 2.26b). Instead of elongating the junction

to rupture after we fully extend the Au-Gen-Au junction, we perform push-pull cycles

by first compressing the electrode gap by 2 Å, holding the electrodes fixed for 50 ms,

widening the electrode gap by 2 Å, then holding for 50 ms. Figure 2.26b shows a 2D his-

togram describing five consecutive push-pull cycles for the Au-Ge5-Au junction. Figure

2.26c compiles the conductance measured during each hold section into 1D histograms;

the resulting conductance peak values are plotted in Figure 2.26d. Figure 2.26d shows
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Figure 2.27: Conductance peak positions plotted from the low G (pre-switching) and high
G (post switching) regions in Figure 2.23 against the DFT-optimized effective molecular
lengths ofGe1-Ge10. Fitting a line through each set of peak values demonstrates that the
low G and high G states decay with nearly the same β value, and are offset in conductance
by a factor of 1.6.

that the first compression gives a switching factor of 1.6 and the final compression gives a

switching factor of 3.4. Each successive push-pull cycle increases the switching factor and

sharpness of switching, training the junction to perform increasingly better as a switch.

We also find that the final switching factor forGe5 (3.4) is larger than for Si6 (2.5) (Figure

2.28); this difference is likely related to the slightly stronger σ-conjugation in the germane

backbone that we discussed in the subsection above.

Figure 2.28: A comparison of junction training in Ge5 vs. Si6. The conductance peak
positions of Si6 were determined with the same method described for Ge5. For Ge5, the
switching factors upon compression from cycles 1-5 are 1.6, 2.3, 2.9, 3.3, and 3.4 respec-
tively. For Si6, the switching factors upon compression from cycles 1-5 are 1.2, 1.7, 1.9,
2.4, and 2.5 respectively.
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The conductance trends in Figure 2.26 demonstrate that this junction training ef-

fect arises from the decreasing conductance of the low G state. In each successive cycle,

the elongation (high G) conductance peak value remains constant whereas the compres-

sion (low G) peak value decreases steadily (Figure 2.26d). Figure 2.26c reveals that in the

first cycle, the compressed low G state is broad in conductance and features a significant

amount of high G character. Every subsequent cycle narrows the conductance distribu-

tion by decreasing the amount of high G character in the compressed low G state; this

in turn decreases the conductance of the low G peak and maximizes the switching factor

with each additional cycle.

As we described in chapter 2.1, fully stretching the molecular junction imposes me-

chanical strain on the system. The data here suggests that for initial compression events,

the system frequently relaxes by reorganizing the atomic electrode environment while

sustaining the high conducting O-O junction geometry. Repeatedly stretching and com-

pressing the junction likely shapes the malleable electrodes into a structure where elec-

trode surface reorganization is no longer the dominant relaxation pathway; instead, the

system compensates for the changing interelectrode distance by twisting the junction’s

terminal dihedrals into a shorter, less conductive geometry. These cycles mechanically

anneal187 the electrodes into an optimal morphology for stereoelectronic switching and

enable the junction to distinguish molecular conformations with more clarity.

Trouwborst et al. previously reported a similar junction training technique to cre-

ate reproducible Au-Au point contacts from disordered electrode environments.135 In that

study, the authors organized the tip atoms by performing consecutive 1-2 Å compression-

elongation cycles near the point of contact between two Au atoms at cryogenic tempera-
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tures, and in this way allowed the electrode atoms to probe different geometries and find

the most stable configuration. It seems likely that we are organizing the electrodes here

in much of the same way at room temperature, but are doing so with a molecular tether;

this method might then serve as a valuable approach to organizing the atomic arrange-

ment of the electrode surface in situations where direct contact between the electrodes is

undesirable.

Conclusion

In this study we developed a new method for synthesizing long (>2 nm) molecular

germanium wires with atomic precision that utilizes the attenuated nucleophilicity of

germylmagnesium species. To demonstrate the utility of this system, we performed the

first single molecule conductance measurements on atomically defined molecular germa-

nium wires. As in the silicon series, the germanium series behave as stereoelectronic

switches activated by stretching or compressing our junction. Consecutive compression-

elongation cycles train the molecular junction to both exhibit a higher switching factor

and distinguish molecular geometries of disparate electronic character with more accu-

racy. Each Gen oligomer demonstrates a heightened conductance relative to its Sin con-

gener due to the stronger destabilizing interaction between the S lone pair andmethylene-

Ge σ-bond in the contact group. And yet, adding an extra Ge-Ge σ-bond to the Gen series

has essentially the same effect on conductance magnitude as adding an extra Si-Si σ-

bond to the Sin series. More broadly, these results show that Si and Ge molecular wires

possess essentially the same length-dependent conductivity due to the similar extent of

σ-conjugation in these systems. The intrinsic electrical conductivity of bulk silicon is the
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same order of magnitude as bulk germanium at room temperature, and both are many

orders of magnitude more conductive than bulk diamond.188 The periodic trends in molec-

ular conductivity that we observe here therefore mirror group 14 conductivity trends in

solid-state materials; this is not the case for stochastically-grown Si and Ge nanowires

where reported conductivities vary by many orders of magnitude due to a number of ex-

trinsic factors.152–155 We envision that the atomic precision in the molecular wires here

will enable their use as reliable platforms for studying effects such as strain and doping

in electronic materials, to not only probe the fundamental nature of these effects in bulk

systems but also to inform the design of next-generation electronic circuit materials.

2.3 Gold, Silver and Platinum as Electrical Contacts

for Silanes

Preface

Timothy Su synthesized and characterized all compounds. Simon Henn conducted the

measurements with Pt electrical contacts. I carried out the measurements with Ag and

Au electrical contacts.

Abstract

We study the conductance of thiol-terminated oligosilane single molecule junctions

formed with Ag, Au and Pt metal electrodes. We measure the molecular junction conduc-

tance using the scanning tunnelingmicroscope break junction technique and demonstrate
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that thiol binds to all three metal contacts and enables the metal-Sin-metal junction for-

mation. Frommeasurements with a series of oligosilanes (Sin, n=6∼9), we find that decay

of the conductance with increasing molecular length is essentially the same for measure-

ments with Ag and Au electrodes, and slightly larger for measurements with Pt elec-

trodes. Moreover, the measured molecular conductance follows a trend GAg>GAu>GPt at

all junction lengths. Specifically the conductance of junctions formed with Ag electrodes

are about 3∼5 times that of junctions formed with Au and Pt electrodes, while conduc-

tance of the junctions formed with Au and Pt electrodes are similar. These results are

in contrast to the trends in the metal work function Φ(Pt) > Φ(Ag) > Φ(Au) as we would

expect a closer alignment of Fermi level of Pt to the highest occupied molecular orbital.

These findings add to our understanding of the impact of metal contacts on the electron

transport through metal-molecule-metal junctions.

Introduction

Single molecule junctions have been most commonly formed with Au electrodes due to

the malleability and chemical inertness of Au under ambient condition. Use of other met-

als as the electrical contacts in molecular electronics can offer new platforms for inves-

tigating the electrical characteristics of single molecule junctions. For instance, the high

catalytic property of Ag and Pt can potentially enable in situ chemical reaction at the pres-

ence of organic molecules.189–192 The density of states and optical properties of Ag and Pt,

differing from Au, can open up new approaches in understanding the electron transport

through molecular junctions under light illumination.193–196 Although recent studies have

shown that Ag,197–200 Pt,201–203 Cu,199,200 and Pd201,204,205 can be used as contacts to form
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single molecule junctions, very few molecules have been shown to form stable junctions

with these metals compared to Au, especially under ambient condition.

In this section, we present conductance measurements of a series of methylthiol-

terminated permethyloligosilanes (Si6-Si9) attached to Ag, Au and Pt electrodes using

the scanning tunneling microscope-based break junction (STM-BJ) technique. Thiols are

known to form covalent links with Au electrodes,69 and we demonstrate that thiol group

is also able to bind to Ag and Pt electrodes likely by forming Ag—S and Pt—S covalent

bonds.206 We find that Pt-Sin-Pt junctions show the lowest conductance compared with

Ag-Sin-Ag and Au-Sin-Au junctions. This result stands in contrast with previous theoret-

ical studies206,207 on benzene-dithiol and experimental studies201 on alkane-dithiol, both

of which show that the conductance of single molecule junctions formed with Pt elec-

trodes is higher than that of the molecular junctions formed with other metal contacts

such as Au or Ag. We further show that Ag-Sin-Ag junctions display higher conduc-

tance than Au-Sin-Au junctions. Again, this demonstrates a trend opposite to what has

been previously observed in amine-linked alkanes and oligophenylenes.198 We also note

that the charge transport measurements on alkane-,180 oligohenylene-,208 and oligoacene-

dithiol209 monolayers formed with Au, Pt and Ag electrodes show the opposite trend

as what we have observed here. Finally, we show that the molecular junctions formed

with Pt electrodes show a slightly faster conductance decrease with increasing molecular

length when compared with those formed with Au and Ag electrodes.
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Figure 2.29: (a) Schematic of metal-Si6-metal junctions. (Metal = Ag, Au and Pt) (b) Sam-
ple conductance traces of Si6measured with Ag (grey), Au (yellow) and Pt (blue) electrical
contacts.

Results and Discussion

Molecules Si2 - Si4 and Si6 - Si9 are synthesized following the synthetic procedure de-

scribed previously.13 Conductance measurements were carried out by repeatedly break-

ing and forming Ag, Au and Pt point contacts in the presence of a solution of target

molecules with STM-BJ technique.8,9 The STM was operated under ambient condition at

room temperature for Ag and Au measurements. For measurements with Pt, we addi-

tionally flushed the setup chamber with Argon for 10 minutes prior to the measurement.

We use mechanically polished Ag and Pt slug (Alfa-Aesar, Ag: 99.99% purity, Pt: 99.9%

purity) and Au-coated mica surface as the substrate, and the corresponding 0.25mm diam-

eter metal wire as the tip (Alfa-Aesa, Ag: 99.9985% purity, Pt: 99.95% purity, Au: 99.998%

purity).

Prior to adding the solution of molecules, we collect 1000 traces to make sure the

metal is clean in the measurement with Au and Ag metal contacts. We polish and son-

icate the Pt slug in acetone immediately before the measurement of molecules. In each
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measurement, we start by bringing the tip into the substrate to create a metal point con-

tact with a conductance higher than 5G0 (G0 = 2e2/h = 77.6 μS), then we retract the tip at

a rate of 19nm/s (except measurement with Pt is at 38nm/s) while measuring the current

and the voltage of the junction. A molecule in the vicinity can bridge the gap between the

tip and substrate once the metal point-contact breaks (Figure 2.29a), displaying a plateau

in the conductance versus displacement trace. (Figure 2.29b) We repeat this measure-

ment for thousands of junctions for each molecule studied in order to sample across a

wide range of junction conformations and determine the statistically significant molecu-

lar conductance.

Figure 2.30: One-dimensional logarithmically-binned conductance histograms for junc-
tions of silanes of varying lengthwith (a) Ag, (b) Au, and (c) Pt electrodes. (d) Conductance
peak values plotted against the number of silicon atoms in the backbone on a semi-log
scale. Error is within the size of the marker. An exponential decrease in conductance with
increasing silicon chain length is observed. Lines show linear fits to the data following G
= Gce−βn and corresponding decay constants β are shown in the legend.
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We collect 4000 - 20000 conductance traces for each molecular junction and com-

pile them into normalized log-binned conductance histograms shown in Figure 2.30a -

2.30c. We generate conductance histograms for molecular junctions formed with Au and

Pt electrodes without any data selection, and apply an automated algorithm to exclude

the traces which show long oxygen contamination plateaus198,210 between 1G0 and 0.1G0

before creating the histograms for junctions formed with Ag electrodes. We note that we

do not observe conductance peak at 1G0 for the platinum metal-point contact in agree-

ment with previous reports.203,211 This has been explained by calculations which show that

transport in Pt atomic contact, unlike the single fully open channel 6s for Au, has contri-

butions from d bands.203,211 Details about electron transport through Ag atomic contacts

have been discussed previously.198,210

We have previously shown that thiol-terminated silanes bind to Au electrodes and

show clear conductance peaks in log-binned histograms.13 Here we observe similar con-

ductance signatures for silanes using Ag and Pt electrodes (Figure 2.30a, 2.30c). This in-

dicates that thiol anchoring groups enable junction formation of silicon backbone with

Ag and Pt metal leads. By comparing the peak intensities in Figure 2.30a-2.30c, we find

that Ag-Sin-Ag and Au-Sin-Au junctions show higher junction formation probability than

Pt-Sin-Pt junctions.

We fit Gaussian functions to the conductance peaks in the histograms in Figure 2.30a-

2.30c to determine themost probable conductance value for each silane bound toAg/Au/Pt

metal contacts. We plot the conductance value as a function of the number of silicon atoms

in the backbone in Figure 2.30d. We first find that the junction conductance decreases ex-

ponentially as themolecular length increases, and the decay constant for Pt-Sin-Pt is about
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20% higher than that for Au-Sin-Au and Ag-Sin-Ag. Comparing the conductance for each

silane bound to three different metal contacts, we find that the conductance of molecular

junctions formed with Ag electrodes is about three times that of junctions formed with

Au electrodes. We also see that molecular junctions formed with Pt electrodes have the

lowest conductance.

We note an odd-even effect in the conductance of Au-Sin-Au (n=6∼9) junction (Fig-

ure 2.30d). The conductance of Si7 and Si9 junctions lie above the exponential decay

line while that of Si6 and Si8 junctions lie below. We have observed this effect in the

methylsulfide-terminated linear silanes and germanes single molecule junctions formed

with Au electrodes.14 However, we do not observe this odd-even effect in Ag-Sin-Ag or

Pt-Sin-Pt junctions (Figure 2.30d). Therefore we propose that metal contact plays a role in

this odd-even alternation, however, the underlying reason why this odd-even effect only

appears in junctions formed with Au electrodes not Ag and Pt electrodes remains a topic

for further investigation.

To further understand the origin of the different peak shapes in 1D conductance his-

tograms between measurements with three metal contacts, we create 2D conductance-

displacement histograms. These histograms, shown in Figure 2.31, are created by over-

laying all measured conductance traces after aligning them along the displacement axis

at a conductance of 0.5 G0 (Au and Ag) or 0.01G0 (Pt). The histogram is constructed using

logarithmic bins along the conductance axis and linear bins along the displacement axis.

We first find that the Au-Sin-Au junctions show a sharp conductance drop from the

1G0 plateau to themolecular junction plateau; the same is observed for selected Ag-Sin-Ag

junctions that do not display oxygen plateaus above 0.1G0 (zero displacement region in
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Figure 2.31: Two-dimensional (2D) conductance histograms for Si6-Si9 measured with
Au, Ag, and Pt electrical contacts.

Figure 2.32: Junction elongation length plotted against the number of silicon atoms in the
backbone for measurements with Ag (grey), Au (yellow) and Pt (blue) electrodes.
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Figure 2.31). In contrast, majority of the Pt-Sin-Pt junctions show sloped conductance de-

crease from above 1G0 to the molecular junction formation. Next we compare the molec-

ular junction plateau lengths and shapes between measurements with the three metal

contacts. We find that Au-Sin-Au and Ag-Sin-Ag junctions show similar conductance

distribution at given displacement and both show a systematic increase in the junction

elongation length with increasing molecular length. We determine the junction elonga-

tion length from the 2D histogram163 and plot them as a function of the backbone length

for measurements with Au, Ag, and Pt electrodes in Figure 2.32. Here a linear increase

in the measured junction elongation length with the increasing backbone length is ob-

served in measurements with all three metal contacts. For Pt-Sin-Pt junctions, the start of

the conductance plateau is not well defined due to the lack of a sharp conductance drop

following the metal contact rupture. Specifically, a very sloped feature at the beginning

of the conductance plateaus for Pt-Sin-Pt junctions is observed for all molecular lengths.

Nonetheless, we still observe a clear increase in junction elongation length with molecu-

lar backbone length indicating that we are indeed forming junctions that are terminally

bound through a Pt—S bond (Figure fig:chapter2-3-4).

Conclusion

We demonstrate that atomically precise silicon molecular wires terminated with

methylthiol linkage groups can form single molecule junctions with Ag, Au and Pt elec-

trodes. For each silane, the junction conductance is the highest when the molecule at-

taches to Ag electrodes and the lowest when the molecule attaches to Pt electrodes. This

result is the opposite to what we would expect if we simply consider the work function of
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the three metals (Ag(100): 4.64 eV; Au (100): 5.47 eV; Pt (100): 5.84 eV),212 as we assume the

coupling through the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the molecule domi-

nates the charge transport. Further theoretical investigation is needed to fully understand

these experimental results.
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Chapter 3

Single Molecule Conductance of Ring Silanes

3.1 Cyclopentasilane: Conformations Control

Conductance

Preface

This section is based on the manuscript entitled Conformations of Cyclopentasilane

Stereoisomers Control Molecular Junction Conductance by Haixing Li,† Marc Garner,†

Zhichun Shangguan,† Qianwen Zheng, Timothy Su, Madhav Neupane, Panpan Li,

Alexandra Velian, Michael Steigerwald, Shengxiong Xiao, Colin Nuckolls, Gemma

Solomon and Latha Venkataraman published in chemical science († indicates equal con-

tribution).17 Zhichun Shangguan and Qianwen Zheng of Prof. Xiao’s group synthesized

and characterized all compounds. Timothy Su, Madhav Neupane, and Alexandra Velian

of Prof. Nuckolls’ group and Panpan Li of Prof. Xiao’s group assisted in compound char-

acterization. Marc Garner of Prof. Solomon’s group carried out theoretical calculations.

I performed the conductance measurements and data analysis.
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Abstract

Here we examine the impact of ring conformation on the charge transport characteris-

tics of cyclic pentasilane structures bound to gold electrodes in single molecule junctions.

We investigate the conductance properties of alkylated cyclopentasilane cis and trans

stereoisomers substituted in the 1,3-position with methylthiomethyl electrode binding

groups using both the scanning tunneling microscope-based break junction technique

and density functional theory based ab initio calculations. In contrast with the linear

ones, these cyclic silanes yield lower conductance values; calculations reveal that the con-

strained dihedral geometries occurring within the ring are suboptimal for σ-orbital delo-

calization, and therefore, conductance. Theoretical calculations reproduce the measured

conductance trends for both cis and trans isomers and find several distinct conformations

that are likely to form stable molecular junctions at room temperature. Due to the weak-

ened σ-conjugation in the molecule, through-space interactions are found to contribute

significantly to the conductance. This manuscript details the vast conformational flexibil-

ity in cyclopentasilanes and the tremendous impact it has on controlling conductance.

Introduction

Though silicon is the most prevalent semiconductor material in integrated circuits, its

conductance has been scarcely studied at the molecular scale. With the dramatic scaling

of silicon devices to the sub-20 nm length scale, it is becoming critical to probe trans-

port properties of complex silicon-based nanoscale structures, such as silicon clusters,

nanowires and silicene 2D layers.21,25,213,214 Efforts in molecular electronics have demon-
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strated the use of silicon surfaces as electrodes215–218 and amino-silanes or the cleavage

of trimethylsilyl as binding schemes to the electrodes.219–221 Moreover, investigations on

cyclohexasilane222 and [2,2,2]bicyclic carbosilane systems223 have shown that conforma-

tions affect the molecule’s electronic structures and that different disilanylene bridges in

the cage compounds do not act as parallel resistors. Recently we synthesized linear chains

of molecular silicon that demonstrated conductance decay properties comparable to those

of π-conjugated hydrocarbons.12,78 While Si—Si σ-bonds are strongly conjugated, simi-

lar to C—C π-bonds, a fundamental difference between them is that the Si—Si σ-bond

network is tetrahedral and not planar. This tetrahedrality enables oligosilane-based wires

to access many more conformations, which opens up the possibility to harness σ-bond

stereoelectronics to design functional molecular electronic components.12

Cyclic sp3 σ-based structures can adoptmany possible ring conformations as demon-

strated by many years of synthetic224–226 and theoretical studies,227–229 however, charge

transport measurements at a single molecule level on such systems are heretofore un-

explored. Here we synthesize the cis and trans isomers of a cyclic pentasilane di-

functionalizedwith aurophilic methyl sulfide groups (chemical structures shown in Figure

3.1) and measure their single-molecule junction conductance using scanning tunneling

microscope-based break junction technique (STM-BJ).8,9 We find that the cis and trans

isomers are distinctly different in their conductance behavior. The cis isomer shows a

double-peaked conductance histogram indicative of the formation of two structures. In

contrast, the trans isomer shows a single-peaked conductance histogram at a conduc-

tance value lower than that of the cis. Through density functional theory (DFT) based

ab initio calculations, we model junctions for a large number of conformers of both the
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cis and trans isomers. Our calculations indicate that the constraint imposed on the in-

ternal ring dihedrals hinders σ-conjugation across the molecule, which contributes to the

lower conductance value that we observe in these cyclic structures compared with linear

oligosilanes of similar oligomer order. We find that the unique conductance profile of

each isomer we observe experimentally relates to the different junction conformations

accessible to each isomer and the structural differences between the two isomers.

Figure 3.1: Synthesis of trans and cis cyclopentasilane terminated with methylthiomethyl
end groups. (a) i. KOtBu, THF, r.t. ii. ClSiMe2-SiMe2Cl, toluene, -70 ℃ to r.t., 85% yield.
(b) i. KOtBu, 18-crown-6, toluene, r.t. ii. SiMe2Cl2, toluene, r.t., 81% yield. (c) i. KOtBu,
18-crown-6, toluene, r.t. ii. ClCH2SMe, toluene, -78 ℃ to r.t. 15% yield for cis-Si5, 10%
yield for trans-Si5.

Results and Discussion

We prepare the cis and trans isomers following the synthetic procedure shown in Figure

3.1. We quench the combination of tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)silane 1 and potassium tert-

butoxide (KOtBu),226 with 1, 2-dichlorotetramethyldisilane to yield oligosilane 2. Next,

we cleave two TMS groups from 2 with KOtBu and 18-crown-6 and quench the dian-

ion with dichlorodimethylsilane to produce cyclopentasilane 3.224,225 We then functional-

ize cyclopentasilane 3 with electrode linking methylthiomethyl (CH2SMe) groups at the

1,3-positions by cleaving the terminal TMS groups with KOtBu/18-C-6 and adding the
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chloromethyl methyl sulfide electrophile. We separate the two isomers by silica gel chro-

matography to yield the cis-Si5 and trans-Si5 molecules for this study. We were able to

grow single crystals suitable for single crystal x-ray diffraction for cis-Si5 from diethyl

ether at -30˚C.

The five-membered rings have two predominant conformations, envelope (Cs) and

twist (C2), with the nomenclature defined by the number of Si-atoms that lie in and out

of the plane of the ring. The envelope conformer has four Si-atoms in plane and one

above or below the plane of the ring. The twist conformer has three Si-atoms in plane,

one above the plane, and one below the plane. As the cyclopentasilane is di-substituted,

six unique conformations appear by rotating the position of the substituents relative to

the ring conformation as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Five of these conformations are further

divided in two classes as the linkers can be on either side of the plane of the ring, the

exceptions being cis 2-twist and trans 2-envelope as the linker positions are symmetric.

We measure the single molecule junction conductance (current/voltage) of cis-Si5

and trans-Si5 using STM-BJ technique (schematic shown in Figure 3.2b) under ambient

conditions.8,9 We repeatedly form and break Au point contacts between an Au tip and an

Au-on-mica substrate and measure conductance as a function of displacement. A single

molecule junction is formed when the atomic contact is broken in a 1 mM solution of the

target molecule in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene. Each conductance-displacement measurement

shows plateaus at a conductance close to integer multiples of the conductance quantum,

G0 = 2e2/h and additional molecular plateaus below 1 G0. These plateaus below 1 G0

signify that an Au-molecule-Au junction is formed after the metal contact breaks.

We repeat the measurements and collect thousands of traces to determine the most
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Figure 3.2: (a) Six generic conformer types of a di-substituted five membered ring. (b) A
schematic of the scanning tunneling microscope break-junction (STM-BJ).

frequently measured conductance value for each molecule. We compile all measured con-

ductance traces into logarithmically binned one-dimensional histograms128 in Figure 3.3a.

We find that the trans-Si5 histogram shows a single conductance peak at∼1.6 × 10−4 G0

while that of cis-Si5 shows a higher conducting peak at 6 × 10−4 G0 and a lower conduct-

ing peak at 2 × 10−4 G0. In Figure 3.3b and 3.3c, we overlay all measured conductance

traces, aligning them along the displacement axis at 0.5 G0 and generate two-dimensional

conductance-displacement histograms to show the evolution of conductance as we elon-

gate the junction.163 We see that both cis-Si5 and trans-Si5 can form junctions that ex-

tend to roughly 6 Å beyond the rupture of the Au point-contact, although a majority of

the junctions rupture after a ∼2-3 Å elongation.

Our past work has shown that the displacement extent of the molecular plateau in a
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Figure 3.3: (a) Logarithmically binned one-dimensional conductance histogram of cis-Si5
(orange) and trans-Si5 (blue). Histograms are made without data selection and normal-
ized by the total number of traces. (b) and (c) Two-dimensional conductance histograms
of trans-Si5 and cis-Si5 respectively, made from the same data as in (a).

2D histogram is related to the molecular backbone length.163 Since both the cis-Si5 and

trans-Si5 show similar plateau lengths in their 2D histograms, we can conclude that the

lower intensity observed for trans-Si5 in the 1D histogram is a result of fewer junctions

formed with this isomer. It has been shown computationally141,230,231 and experimentally12

that linear oligosilanes attain maximum elongation and conductance as they are near all-

anti conformations where all backbone dihedral angles are 180°. Such anti conformations

are not accessible in the cyclopentasilane molecules here because of the intrinsic dihedral

constraints of tetrahedral bonds in the rings. Wewould therefore expect that conductance

is lower in cyclic oligosilane pathways in contrast to their equivalent linear counterparts

considering one of the two pathways can be completely suppressed due to unfavorable

dihedrals. Two possible through-bond conduction pathways occur in the cyclopentasi-

lane from one anchor group to the other: a trisilane and tetrasilane pathway. We com-

pare the conductance properties of the cyclopentasilane molecules with the linear Si3

and Si4 oligosilane (Figure 3.4).12 In contrast, we find that the higher conductance peak
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value of cis-Si5 is between that of Si3 and Si4 while the lower conductance peak value is

lower than that of the Si4. This distinct double-peak conductance feature we observed for

cis-Si5 indicates that cyclopentasilanes are significantly different from linear silanes. To

understand these phenomena further, we turn to ab initio calculations carried out using

DFT to investigate both the conformers of each isomer that are likely to form junctions

at room temperature and their computed conductance values.

Figure 3.4: (a) Logarithmically binned 1D conductance histogram of cis-Si5 (orange),
trans-Si5 (blue), Si3 (green) and Si4 (purple). Histograms are made without data se-
lection and normalized by the total number of traces. (b) 2D conductance histograms of
Si3 and Si4. 2D histograms are created by overlaying all conductance traces after aligning
them to zero-displacement at the point when the conductance crosses 0.5G0.

We examine the conductance behavior of a large number of conformers of cis-Si5

and trans-Si5 by calculating the transmission with a combined DFT and non-equilibrium

Green’s functions approach.232 Our aim is to understand the impact of the molecular con-

formation on conductance; we do not intend to quantitatively compare DFT results with

experiment due to errors inherent to DFT.233,234 We create the full set of conformers for

both cis-Si5 and trans-Si5 by varying the Si(CH3)2—Si—CH2—S dihedrals around their

threefold torsional axis while keeping the terminal Si—CH2—S—CH3 dihedrals in anti-

configuration (180°). This procedure yields 93 conformers each. We optimize the struc-

tures to a force threshold of 0.02 eV/Å using DFT with the PBE exchange-correlation
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functional96 and double-zeta plus polarization basis sets as implemented in ASE235 and

GPAW.236,237 After this process, we are left with 84 cis-Si5 and 86 trans-Si5 conformers

in their local energy minima. We have not calculated the energy barriers between these

conformers, but a previous report shows the energy barriers are quite low for a simpler

unsubstituted cyclopentasilane.228

Figure 3.5: (a) Geometries and (b) transmission curves of two example conformers of cis-
Si5 and trans-Si5 (solid orange: cis-4-envelope-f2; dashed orange: cis-1-twist-e2; solid
blue: trans-1-envelope-b4; dashed blue: trans-1-envelope-b3). Methyl groups on the ring
have been removed for clarity.
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Next, we attach gold electrodes onto the calculated vacuum conformers. In principle,

each conformer can bind to the electrodes in 16 different idealized configurations, as the Si

—CH2—S—Au dihedral of each linker can be in either the ortho (±90°) or transoid (±170°)

conformation. However, the majority of these structures are unrealistic, as parts of the

molecule will block the electrodes from binding to the linker group. After applying an

algorithm to exclude the sterically unfeasible junction structures, we generate a complete

set of junction geometries for all vacuum conformers. We place the molecule between

two 4-atom Au-pyramids on 4x4 fcc Au(111) surfaces and relax the molecule to 0.05 eV

with the Au-atoms fixed using DFT with the PBE exchange-correlation functional. A

single-zeta basis set is used for the Au-surface and double-zeta plus polarization basis

sets are used for the Au-pyramids and molecule. Finally the transmission is calculated

using double-zeta plus polarization basis sets for all atoms.

We optimize and calculate the transmissions for a total of 279 trans-Si5 junctions

and 211 cis-Si5 junctions. Previous studies for linear systems indicate that the geometry

with the terminal methyl group in ortho-configuration (equivalent to Au—S—CH2—

Si dihedrals in anti) is dominant as the junction is fully elongated. However, the cyclic

pentasilane is structurally very different from the equivalent linear systems. In vacuum

the most stable configuration for cyclic pentasilane is CH3—S—CH2—Si dihedrals in

the anti-configuration. Therefore, we hypothesize that the initial junction structure binds

to the electrodes with Au—S—CH2—Si dihedrals in ortho-configuration and proceed to

analyze the results for junctions with this geometry alone here.

We illustrate the optimized junction structures for sample cis-Si5 and trans-Si5 con-

formers in Figure 3.5a and plot their transmissions in Figure 3.5b. Due to the structural
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variation in these junction geometries, the transmission close to the Fermi energy varies

considerably. Considering the vast conformational flexibility of the molecule, we do not

think that each of the experimental conductance peaks in Figure3.3 can originate from

a single dominant conformer. Instead we hypothesize that a number of conformations

can be accessed at different junction lengths during the junction elongation. To test this

hypothesis we analyze the structural information for 74 cis-Si5 and 91 trans-Si5 junction

conformations optimized with Au—S—CH2—Si dihedrals in ortho-configuration (the

full set of junctions with ortho/ortho contact geometry).

Figure 3.6: (a) Logarithmically binned histogram of transmission at Fermi energy of the
91 trans-Si5 and 74 cis-Si5 conformers. The horizontal stack lines in the bars indicate
the vacuum population of each conformer. The histogram is normalized to sum up to
100%. (b) Transmission at Fermi energy plotted against the Au—Au junction distance
for each trans-Si5 and cis-Si5 conformer bridged between four-atom Au pyramids. For
easier visualization, the size of each dot has been scaled by 1/(1+E), where E is the relative
vacuum energy of each conformer in units of kT at 300K. Black + are the calculated trans-
missions for the two configurations of the linear Si3 with both terminal Au—S—CH2—
Si dihedrals in ortho conformations. Black circles and lines highlight the difference be-
tween the two isomers. (c) S—S (upper panel) and C—C junction distance (lower panel)
plotted against the Au—Au junction distance for each trans-Si5 and cis-Si5 conformer.
S refers to sulfur; C refers to the CH2-group that bridges the silicon ring and the methyl-
sulfide group. All three plots share the same color scheme: orange for cis-Si5 and blue
for trans-Si5.
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In Figure 3.6a we compare the calculated conductance for cis-Si5 and trans-Si5 by

generating the histogram of the transmissions at the Fermi energy with the contribu-

tion from each conformer weighted by its vacuum population at 300K. The calculated

histograms do not fully represent the experimental data as we do not pull the system or

allow it to switch from one conformation to another. The shapes of these calculated his-

tograms are sensitive to the bin-size and themethod used to calculate the vacuum energies

therefore should not be over-interpreted. We see that in agreement with the experiment,

the transmissions for cis-Si5 are distributed at higher values than the transmissions for

trans-Si5. Although the exact values are underestimated, we note that this is the analy-

sis for ortho/ortho contact geometry only. Same analysis for anti/ortho and anti/anti are

shown in Figure 3.7 and 3.8.

To compare the experimental data of conductance as a function of junction elonga-

tion, we plot the transmission of each conformer at the Fermi energy against the Au—Au

distance of the junction in Figure 3.6b. The size of each dot scales with the energy of the

conformer (in units of kT) in vacuum by 1/(1+E). Therefore a larger dot corresponds to a

conformer with higher vacuum population. First, we note that more cis-Si5 conformers

are populated at short Au—Au lengths (highlighted in black circles) and obtain higher

transmission compared with trans-Si5, which agrees with what we observe in the exper-

iment (Figure 3.3). Both plots indicate that the junction length can reach an Au—Au sep-

aration of 8-13 Å, which would yield a step length of around 1-6 Å in the 2-dimensional

histograms considering the distance that the Au electrodes snap back (6-8 Å) after the

Au point contact ruptures.163,238–240 We note that the snap back of the Au electrodes is

not considered in other cases, such as the STM current-distance technique where the Au
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Figure 3.7: Transmission data of 140 trans-Si5 and 98 cis-Si5with terminal Au—S—CH2
—Si dihedrals in anti/ortho contact geometry. (a) Logarithmically binned histogram of
transmission at Fermi energy. The horizontal stack lines in the bars indicate the vacuum
population of each conformer. The histogram is normalized to sum up to 100%. (b) Trans-
mission at Fermi energy plotted against the Au—Au junction distance for each trans-Si5
and cis-Si5 conformer bridged between four-atom Au pyramids. The size of each dot
scales with 1/(1+E), where E is the relative vacuum energy of each conformer in units of
kT. Green + is the calculated transmission for linear Si3 with one electrode in ortho and
the other in anti conformation. (c) S—S (upper panel) and C—C junction distance (lower
panel) plotted against the Au—Au junction distance for each trans-Si5 and cis-Si5 con-
former. S refers to sulfur; C refers to the CH2-group that bridges between the silicon ring
and the methylsulfide group. All three plots share the same color scale: orange for cis-Si5
and blue for trans-Si5.

tip is positioned above the Au substrate (no Au—Au contact) before forming a molecu-

lar junction.241 The transmissions for both cis-Si5 and trans-Si5 conformers decay with

an increasing Au—Au distance, however, cis-Si5 conformers have higher transmissions

than trans-Si5 conformers at the same junction length. The transmission data suggests

that the different conductivity for cis-Si5 and trans-Si5may be due to intrinsic structural

differences beyond the junction length.

The transmission of the silanes is very sensitive to the dihedrals of the backbone,54,141

however, we do not find any significant difference in backbone dihedrals between cis-Si5

and trans-Si5. Next, apart from the backbone σ-conjugation, we also consider the trans-
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Figure 3.8: Transmission data of 48 trans-Si5 and 39 cis-Si5 with terminal Au—S—CH2
—Si dihedrals in anti/anti contact geometry. (a) Logarithmically binned histogram of
transmission at Fermi energy. The horizontal stack lines in the bars indicate the vacuum
population of each conformer. The histogram is normalized to sum up to 100%. (b) Trans-
mission at Fermi energy plotted against the Au—Au junction distance for each trans-Si5
and cis-Si5 conformer bridged between four-atom Au pyramids. The size of each dot
scales with 1/(1+E), where E is the relative vacuum energy of each conformer in units
of kT. Red + is the calculated transmission for linear Si3 with both electrodes in anti
conformation. (c) S—S (upper panel) and C—C junction distance (lower panel) plotted
against the Au—Au junction distance for each trans-Si5 and cis-Si5 conformer. S refers
to sulfur; C refers to the CH2-group that bridges between the silicon ring and the methyl-
sulfide group. All three plots share the same color scale: orange for cis-Si5 and blue for
trans-Si5.

mission originating from through-space interactions in the molecule, i.e., non-nearest

neighbor interactions that might contribute to the different conductance in cis-Si5 and

trans-Si5. As the molecule is spatially crowded, intramolecular distances between atoms

are relatively small, so that through-space interactions may give rise to a significant con-

tribution to the total transmission. This contribution to the transmission has recently been

thoroughly studied in π-conjugated helicenes,242–244 and have also been demonstrated to

be significant in cyclic and linear silanes systems.54,222,223 We note the distinction between

through-bond and through-space interactions is a bit arbitrary and no difference was

found between the physical mechanisms of these two processes.54,245 In Figure 3.6c we plot
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two decisive through-space distances of the molecule, the S—S and CH2—CH2 linker-

to-linker distances, against the Au—Au distance of the junction. For junctions of the

same Au—Au length, the S—S and CH2—CH2 distances are consistently shorter for cis-

Si5 than for trans-Si5. This is a geometrical consequence of cis-trans isomerism: while

the absolute values of backbone dihedrals are similar, the intramolecular distances in the

trans-isomer are longer. The systematically higher transmission for cis-Si5 in junction

with the same Au—Au length is a direct consequence of this structural difference of the

two isomers.

Finally, we re-examine the conductance measurements with the theoretical confor-

mational analysis. As discussed above, when considering the experimental conductance

peak obtained for cis-Si5, trans-Si5 and linear Si3, we see that the cyclic isomers exhibit

lower conductance. However, for the linear Si3, junctions with one or both terminal

Au—S—CH2—Si dihedrals in ortho conformation have a lower conductance than the

peak conductance measured for junctions with both dihedrals in the anti conformation.

Thus, the low conductance measured for the cyclic systems could result from some of

their dihedrals never achieving a 180° anti-configuration, which maximizes the conduc-

tance.12,141 The Si—SiMe2—Si—CH2 dihedrals range from gauche (60°) to deviant orien-

tation (∼140°)142. In contrast, a linear silane achieves an anti conformation with dihedral

angles close to 180° along its entire backbone in its energetically favorable conformation,

giving the linear Si3 and Si4 the best orbital delocalization and a higher conductance

than is achievable for the cyclic structures. Calculations also support the finding that

the tetrasilane path within the cyclic pentasilane has a Si—SiMe2—SiMe2—Si dihedral

smaller than 50° and therefore does not contribute significantly to the cis-Si5 or trans-Si5
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conductance when compared with the trisilane path.

Conclusion

To conclude, in this study, we synthesize cis and trans isomers of cyclic pentasilane with

aurophilic methylsulfide anchor groups, measure their conductance using the STM-BJ

technique and compare these results with DFT calculations. We show that the large con-

formational freedom in these systems controls both the probability of junction formation

and the measured conductance. We attribute the reduced conductance of the studied

cyclic structures compared with linear chains to the diminished conjugation in Si—Si σ-

bond together with through-space coupling effect when an all-anti conformation cannot

be achieved. Our results illustrate the importance of bond orientation in σ-coupled sili-

con systems that is comparable to the impact of dihedral angles in π-conjugated carbon

structures.146

3.2 Understanding Electron Transport through Cyclic

and Bicyclic Silanes

Preface

This section is based on the manuscript entitled Understanding Electron Transport through

Cyclic and Bicyclic Silanes by Haixing Li,† Marc Garner,† Yan Chen,† Zhichun Shang-

guan, Qianwen Zheng, Timothy Su, Madhav Neupane, Yaping Zang, Michael Steigerwald,

Fay Ng, Shengxiong Xiao, Colin Nuckolls, Gemma Solomon, and Latha Venkataraman in
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preparation. Yan Chen, Zhichun Shangguan, and Qianwen Zheng of Prof. Xiao’s group

synthesized and characterized all compounds. Marc Garner carried out theoretical calcu-

lations. I performed the conductance measurements and data analysis.

Abstract

Linear silanes demonstrate strong σ-conjugation in a transoid conformation, however,

little is known about the electron transport through silicon rings. We report a syn-

thesis, electronic and theoretical characterization of functionalized cyclic and bicyclic

silanes, aiming to test (1) whether the constrained silicon backbone decreases the molec-

ular conductance and (2) whether the electron transport is a sum of all pathways. The

cyclic systems that we have created include a cyclotetrasilane, a cyclopentasilane, a bi-

cyclo[2,2,1]heptasilane, and a bicyclo[2,2,2]octasilane. These are connected to two silane

“arms”of varying length that are terminated with methylthiomethyl linkers that bind to

gold electrodes. We determine the impact of ring structure on conductance by comparing

our results to those of linear silanes, demonstrating that silanes constrained with dihe-

drals less than 165°(transoid) show lower conductance than the transoid linear silanes.

Density Functional Theory calculations reproduce the conductance trend for the four sil-

icon rings and reveal that if a single pathway with less constrained dihedrals is available,

it alone will dominate the transport. These results add to our understanding of silicon

electronics at the single molecule level.
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Introduction

With a continuing scaling down of the silicon devices,246 molecules consisting of several

silicon atoms become perfect systems to investigate to understand nanoscale transport

in silicon. However, despite the progress in silicon synthesis225,227,247–251 and molecular

electronics,252–254 to date there have been very few experimental reports of silicon-based

single-molecule devices, especially with silanes of structures that are more complex than

simple one-dimensional chains. Theory has predicted that σ-conjugation in silanes and

alkanes is dihedral dependent;54,141,255 another theoretical work on the highly constrained

silane system with multiple pathways show that all pathways contribute to the trans-

mission.223 However, the experimental studies exploring the relationship between back-

bone dihedrals and charge carrier mobility have been limited to conducting silane poly-

mers.256–258 An experimental single-molecule conductance study on the silane rings is

lacking.

Indeed, the complexity that the silicon rings and cages bring to the molecular junc-

tion tremendously affects their fundamental electron-transport properties.17 For exam-

ple, silicon rings represent a class of molecules of which transport contains through-

space components and quantum interference features,17,54,222,223,245 rather than a sum of

through-bond pathways. In addition, as the silicon rings and cages mimic the bulk mate-

rials, studies on these silanes can potentially provide knowledge for silicon materials in

other forms.

Here we design cyclotetrasilane (4-ring), cyclopentasilane (5-ring), bicy-

clo[2,2,1]heptasilane (221), and bicyclo[2,2,2]octasilane (222) with varied extending
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backbone length and investigate their single-molecule conductance properties using

scanning tunneling microscope break junction (STM-BJ) technique. We demonstrate a

reliable method of determining the silicon ring conductance by fitting the conductance

values of the molecules at all lengths and extrapolating the fit to zero length. This

method relies on the fact that linear silanes show a clear exponential attenuation of

conductance with increasing length.12 These trends are expected to be general when

contact geometries and conformations of the linear wire do not vary significantly.

Through this approach, we demonstrate a conductance trend of G221 > G4−ring > G5−ring

> G222. We emphasize that to compare the conductance of these cyclic and bicyclic

structures we cannot simply compare one set of molecules at one particular molecular

length, because the relative conductance ratios can differ significantly depending on

the length of the extending silane arm. Combined with density functional theory (DFT)

calculations, our important findings are that the conductance of these rings are not

simply determined by the number of atoms in the shortest path but by the entire junction

geometry. Despite that 221, 4-ring, and 5-ring all have three silicon atoms in the

shortest path, their conductance are a factor of 1.12, 0.52, 0.37 of their linear counterparts.

The low conductance of 222 (a factor of 0.2 of its linear counterpart) is attributed to the

appearance of quantum interference in the transmission close to the Fermi energy.

Single Molecule Conductance Measurement

We design and synthesize cyclic 4-ring and 5-ring and bicyclic 221 and 222 structures

shown in Figure 3.9a. The 4-ring and 5-ring have cis and trans isomers; here we focus

on the trans isomers only and results comparing cis and trans isomers have been detailed
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Figure 3.9: (a) Chemical structures of the central units. The two dangling bonds on each
structure indicate the positions for attaching the linear silicon wires. For the extending
silicon chain length, n = 2, 4, 6 for 4-ring and 5-ring and n = 0, 2, 4, 6 for 221 and 222.
TMS represents trimethylsilyl. (b) Schematic of a single molecule junction formed with a
silicon molecular wire containing a ring (blue dot) and extending arm (green rectangles).

previously.17 To compare the single-molecule junction conductance of these silicon ring

structures, we synthetically attach silicon molecular wires to these rings and create a se-

ries of molecules at different chain lengths with n = 2, 4, 6 for 4-ring and 5-ring; n = 0, 2,

4, 6 for 221 and 222.12,78,259–262 Each silicon arm is functionalized with terminal methylth-

iolmethyl groups to enable the formation of molecular junctions with Au electrodes.78

We measure the conductance of single-molecule junctions using a scanning tunneling

microscope-based break junction (STM-BJ) method (schematic shown in Figure 3.9b).8,9

For each molecule studied, we repeatedly form and break Au point contacts in a 1,2,4-

trichlorobenzene solution of the target molecule. The conductance versus displacement

traces reveal plateaus near integermultiples of the conductance quantum (G0, 2e
2/h) with

one or sometimes two additional plateaus below G0; these additional steps indicate the
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formation of Au-molecule-Au junctions.

We compile 10,000 –30,000 traces into a logarithmically-binned conductance his-

togram for each molecule studied without any data selection. Figure 3.10a-d displays the

conductance histograms for 221, 4-ring, 5-ring, and 222 series at varied chain length.

We see clear conductance peaks for all systems, indicating that the silicon ring structures

provide an electronic pathway and are well-coupled to the rest of the junction. Here we

focus on the most significant peak for each molecule; cause for the multiple-peak fea-

ture has been discussed previously.17 We obtain the most probable conductance value for

each molecule by fitting a Gaussian function to the conductance peak that corresponds

to a fully elongated junction as determined from 2-dimensional histograms (Figure 3.12

- 3.15). In figure 3.11, we plot the single-molecule junction conductance as a function of

the number of silicon atoms in the silane arms. These data reveal that the conductance

decreases exponentially with increasing length G = Gce−βn except the shortest one of the

222 series which falls off the line. We find that these four series share a very similar

tunneling decay constant β (Table 3.1) determined from the fit to the conductance data.

Table 3.1: a Conductance peak values are obtained from fitting a Gaussian function to
the corresponding 1D conductance histogram. b To calculate each conductance ratio, we
divide the conductance of the indicated silicon-ring wire to its corresponding linear coun-
terpart. The linear counterparts are Si3, Si5, Si7 and Si9 for 221, 4-ring and 5-ring; are
Si4, Si6, Si8, and Si10 for 222. c Ring conductance determined from the intersect of the fit
at n = 0.

We now compare themeasured conductance of these ring systemswith linear silanes.
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Figure 3.10: Conductance histograms for silicon molecular wires containing (a)221, (b)4-
ring, (c)5-ring, and (d)222. The counts/trace intensity of the Si6 data for 222 series is
multiplied by a factor of 3. The number of silicon atoms in the oligosilane wire [SiMe2]n
(n = 0, 2, 4, 6) is indicated by a light to dark color scheme.

In order to do this, we first consider the shortest path in each ring. 4-ring, 5-ring and

221 all have three silicon atoms in the shortest path while 222 has four. Since we have

measured these cyclic systems with silicon arms that have 0, 2, 4 and 6 atoms, we can

consider the ratio of the conductance of the wires with an embedded cycle to that of their

linear counterparts. Specifically, we take the measured conductance of the 4-ring, 5-ring

and 221wires and divide these by the conductance of linear silanes with 3, 5, 7 or 9 atoms.

For the 222 wires, we divide the conductance by that of linear silanes with 4, 6, 8 or 10
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Figure 3.11: (a) Measured single-molecule junction conductance and (c) calculated trans-
missions at the Fermi energy plotted against silane arm length for 221 (purple), 4-ring
(red), 5-ring (blue), 222 (green) based oligosilanes.

Figure 3.12: 2D conductance histograms for 4-ring series.

Figure 3.13: 2D conductance histograms for 5-ring series.

silicon atoms. We list the results in Table 3.1.

We find that for each ring structure, this relative conductance can vary significantly
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Figure 3.14: 2D conductance histograms for 221 series.

depending on the molecular length. This result strongly suggests that we cannot simply

compare the four ring structures at one length but need to consider a series of lengths

and extrapolate the effective conductanceGc at n = 0, as listed in Table 3.1. Applying this

method, we find that 5-ring is a worse conductor than 4-ring. In addition, we observe

an odd-even effect in the conductance of the 4-ring series as can be seen in Figure 3.11.

This phenomenon is intrinsic to 4-ring systems as we also observe the odd-even effect in

three other series containing 4-ring. (Figure 3.16, 3.17)

Density Functional Theory Calculations

To investigate the nature of the transport through these silicon ring structures and explain

these observations, we perform ab initio calculations based on density functional theory
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Figure 3.15: 2D conductance histograms for 222 series.

Figure 3.16: (a) Chemical structures and (b) 1D conductance histograms of TMS substi-
tuted 4-ring series. (c) Chemical structures and (d) 1D conductance histograms of isobutyl
substituted 4-ring series. The counts/trace intensity of the data of 1trans-iBu is multiplied
by a factor of 0.3.

(DFT).The molecular structures are optimized in vacuum and placed between two 4-atom

Au-pyramids on 5 × 5 fcc Au(111) surfaces to form a junction. The molecule is relaxed

to a threshold of 0.05 eV/Å with the Au-atoms kept fixed. DFT with the PBE exchange–
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Figure 3.17: Measured single-molecule junction conductance plotted against extending
silicon chain length for cis TMS substituted 4-ring. (b) Measured single-molecule junc-
tion conductance plotted against extending silicon chain length for cis (blue) and trans
(pink) isobutyl substituted 4-ring.

correlation functional and double-ζ plus polarization basis set is used as implemented

in ASE and GPAW.96,232,235–237 The transmission is calculated with the non-equilibrium

Green’s functions approach. The transmission at the Fermi energy is plotted against the

chain length for each series in Figure 3.11b. We find the calculated decay constant for

the four series agree with the experimental data, except for the 222 series that shows a

non-exponential trend. We also find that the calculated transmission fully reproduces the

experimental odd-even observation for the 4-ring systems. However, we note the exact

transmission values lack quantitative accuracy due to errors inherent to DFT.17,263–265

Our calculations show that 221 has higher conductance than 4-ring and 5-ring be-

cause the dihedral angles involving the three-Si path of the ring are rigidly locked in

the anti-configuration (Si-Si-Si-Si = 180°±2°) making it favorable for transport.141,230 For

4-ring and 5-ring, we present the transmissions in Figure 3.11b where 5-ring has con-
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formations with dihedrals more favorable for transport than 4-ring (both around 130°).

We note that 5-ring also has conformations show lower transmission than 4-ring. Fi-

nally, we find that for 222 there is a clear suppression of σ-conjugation as the Si-Si-Si-Si

dihedral across the ring of 222 is 18° - this explains its low conductance determined both

from theory and experiment.141,166,230,249

Odd-Even Effect andQuantum Interference

To further investigate the conductance fluctuation in the 4-ring and 222 series, we com-

pare the calculated and the measured junction lengths. In individual conductance traces,

the length of the plateaus at the molecule-dependent conductance value corresponds to

the distance a junction can be elongated before it is broken. We determine the average

distance a single-molecule junction can be elongated before the junction breaks by ana-

lyzing the distance at which the distribution in the 2D histogram drops to 20% of its peak

value for each molecule measured (Figure 3.12 - 3.15). Considering that the Au electrodes

snap back after the Au point contact is ruptured by about 6-8 Å, these elongation lengths

yield the junction length and can be compared to the calculated Au-Au distance for each

system.163,238

In Figure 3.18b and c we show these experimentally and theoretically determined

lengths. We did not include the 221(Si6) because the molecular junction seems to break

before it reaches the fully elongated junction therefore is not comparable with others. We

see that in both experiments and calculations, the 221 and 5-ring series show a rather

linear correlation between the junction length and the number of Si in the silicon arm, in

agreement with past findings.163 However, the 4-ring and 222 series do not show such a
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Figure 3.18: (a) Calculated geometries for junctions of Si2, Si4 and Si6 extended 4-ring.
Methyl groups on TMS substituents are omitted for clarity. (b) Experimental junction
elongation length and (c) Calculated Au-Au distance plotted against the molecule length
for 4-ring (red), 222 (green), 5-ring (blue), and 221 (purple) based oligosilanes.

linear trend. The origin of the odd-even effect in the conductance of 4-ring series thus

likely comes from an alternation of the junction length. As illustrated in Figure 3.18a from

the calculated junction structures, the ones with an odd-number (even-number) chain on

each side of 4-ring form junctions with shorter (longer) Au-Au distance, which conse-

quently leads to higher (lower) tunneling current. We suggest that this mechanism might

also explain the previously observed much weaker odd-even effect in linear oligoger-

manes.14 This finding bears resemblance to the odd-even alternation effect in the conduc-

tance of self-assembled monolayers of alkanethiolates, where the results were attributed

to the restricted contact angles of the molecules.266–269
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Figure 3.19: Calculated transmissions plotted on a semi logarithmic scale against energy
for the 222 series in one conformation.

Similar to 4-ring, 222 series also show alternation in the junction elongation lengths,

yet systematic alternation is not observed in their measured conductance. The calculated

junction lengths reproduce the trend from experiment, however, the transmissions at the

Fermi energy do not. In particular, the transmissions of 222-Si0 and 222-Si2 are under-

estimated in the calculations. We see in Figure 3.19 that the transmissions are low due to

the appearance of an anti-resonance close to the Fermi energy for all 222 molecules. The

alignment of the anti-resonance relative to the Fermi energy changes through the series.

However, this alignment cannot be predicted accurately due to the well-described quan-

titative limitations of DFT.264,265,270 The large discrepancy between experiment and theory

may result from the appearance of destructive quantum interference in the 222 series,

which can alter conductance values and trends. Furthermore, expected trends such as

exponential decay and odd-even alternation of the conductance may be distorted when

an anti-resonance in transmission is close to or within the measured bias window.
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Conclusion

The observed conductance trends and DFT calculations reveal a reliable method of de-

termining the conductance of silicon ring structures by considering a set of molecules

with varying extending chain-lengths. Using this method we find that the conductance

of 221, 4-ring, 5-ring and 222 are a factor of 1.12, 0.52, 0.37, and 0.2 of the conduc-

tance of their linear counterparts. These results confirm that constraining the dihedrals

in non-transoid/anti conformation in silane backbone decreases the conductance; 221 is

an example of an all-anti pathway dominating the total transport. The exponential decay

constants of the series do not differ significantly, confirming that the Si—Si σ-conjugation

in the extending linear backbones is not affected by the ring. We envision this approach

can be applied to single-molecule studies of other complex molecular structures and this

result can provide insightful design-principles for silicon nanoelectronics.
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Chapter 4

Straining Silanes to Create High Conductance Pathways

4.1 Strained Silacyclobutane Ring Creates High

Conductance Pathways by Forming Au-silacycle

Contact

Preface

This section is based on the manuscript entitled Silicon Ring Strain Creates High-

Conductance Pathways in Single-Molecule Circuits by Timothy Su, Jonathan Widawsky,

Haixing Li, Rebekka Klausen, James Leighton, Michael Steigerwald, Latha Venkatara-

man, and Colin Nuckolls published in JACS.10 Timothy Su and Rebekka Klausen of Prof.

Nuckolls’ group synthesized and characterized all compounds. Jonathan Widawsky and

I performed the conductance measurements and data analysis.

Abstract

Here we demonstrate for the first time that strained silanes couple directly to gold elec-

trodes in break-junction conductance measurements. We find that strained silicon molec-

ular wires terminated by alkyl sulfide aurophiles behave effectively as single-molecule
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parallel circuits with competing sulfur-to-sulfur (low G) and sulfur-to-silacycle (high G)

pathways. We can switch off the high conducting sulfur-to-silacycle pathway by altering

the environment of the electrode surface to disable the Au−silacycle coupling. Addition-

ally, we can switch between conductive pathways in a single molecular junction by mod-

ulating the tip−substrate electrode distance. This study provides a new molecular design

to control electronics in silicon-based single molecule wires.

Introduction

This section unveils the characteristics of strained silicon in single molecule electrical de-

vices. Current state-of-the-art integrated circuits incorporate strain in the silicon crystal

lattice to improve charge mobility and channel conductance. As electronic devices con-

tinue their ultra-miniaturization,40,271–274 understanding the effects of strain in molecular

versions of silicon will be crucial. In this study, we incorporate the strained silacyclobu-

tane ring into a molecular wire to investigate how silicon ring strain manifests in molecu-

lar conductance. Previously, we found that permethylated oligosilanes with alkyl sulfide

contacts at both ends of the molecule conduct through a single pathway from sulfur to

sulfur.78 Here, we demonstrate that silane 1 conducts not only from sulfur to sulfur (red,

low G pathway) but also from sulfur to silacycle (blue, high G pathway). The latter path-

way arises as a consequence of the significant strain of the silacycle. Additionally, we find

that we can control the pathway through which conductance occurs and thereby switch

between two distinct conductance states.
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Figure 4.1: Chemical Structure of 1.

Results and Discussion

We synthesize 1 from 1,1-dichlorosilacyclobutane and 4-(methylthio)phenylmagnesium

bromide. We grew single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction from methanol vapor

diffusion into a solution of 1 in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB). The bond angle about the

aryl carbons and silicon atom describes a standard tetrahedron (109°) while the silacy-

clobutane ring is significantly distorted (CH2−Si−CH2, 79°). We measure single-molecule

conductance using a scanning tunnelingmicroscope-based break-junction (STM-BJ) tech-

nique.8 Point contacts between the Au tip and substrate electrodes are repeatedly broken

and formed in a solution of the target molecule at room temperature and low voltage

(225 mV). After the Au−Au point contact is broken, aurophilic thiomethyl groups67 on

the molecule bind to undercoordinated gold atoms to form Au−molecule−Au junctions.

Conductance (current/voltage) is measured across the gap as a function of tip−substrate

displacement (Δx), and the resulting traces reveal molecule-dependent plateaus signifying

junction formation with conductance values below G0 (2e2/h), the quantum of conduc-

tance describing a single Au−Au contact.127 Junctions form and break thousands of times,

and we analyze the measured traces using one- and two-dimensional histograms275 as
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detailed below.

Figure 4.2: (a) 2D histogram of the first 5000 traces of 1 (1 mM TCB) with selected sample
traces (inset). (b) Single-junction elongation (left) and compression traces (right) showing
switching events. The black dotted line denotes the piezoelectric motion while the red
solid line shows the conductive response. (c) 1D histogram tracking sequential sets of
5000 traces (20000 total) to show peak evolution with increasing concentration. (d) 1D
histogram of 1 in 1-BN solvent (1 mM), compared with TCB (10 mM).

The results from STM-BJ measurement of 1 in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene demonstrate

four unique characteristics that are unlike any molecule we have ever measured. First,

as we see from a two-dimensional conductance-displacement histogram shown in Figure

4.2a, we have two distinct conductance states that differ by an order of magnitude. This

difference is significantly greater than we previously observed for 4,4′-bipyridine.276 We

define the region around 4.2 × 10−4 G0 as the high G state and the region around 4.0 ×

10−5 G0 as the low G state. Sample conductance traces have plateaus at these conduc-
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tance values, as shown in the inset. Second, we note that both high and low G states

occur directly after the Au−Au contact rupture (Δx = 0); yet, a high G junction can only

sustain a 0.4 nm elongation while a low G junction can sustain a 0.6 nm elongation. Since

junction elongation length correlates with the conduction path length,277 we hypothesize

the conduction path in the high G state is shorter than in the low G state.

Third, we find that we can induce switching from the high to low G state reliably;

however, the reverse occurs infrequently. To switch from a high to low G state (elon-

gation), we first form a high G junction and then pull the junction an additional 0.2 nm

as shown in Figure 4.2b. We find that, with this modified ramp, 65% of the traces switch

from high to low G, 12% stay in high G, and 23% break. To switch from low to high G, we

form a low G junction, then compress the electrodes by 0.2 nm. The fraction of traces that

switch from low to high G is small (13%). Under compression, the majority of measured

traces remain in the low G state, indicating that the high G state is not easily accessible

once the low G state is formed.

Figure 4.3: Conductance histograms of 1. “Initial” is constructed from the data of 1 -
5,000 traces. “Evaporate” is constructed from the data of 15,000 - 20,000. “Add solvant” is
constructed from data of 5000 traces collected immediately after 2 drops of solvent was
added.
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The fourth and most surprising distinction between 1 and other molecular wires

demonstrating multiple conductance states255,276,277 is that the ratio between the high and

low G states is concentration-dependent. The one-dimensional conductance histogram

in Figure 4.2c shows that as solvent evaporates over time, the high G peak diminishes as

the low G peak grows in. This effect is reversible: replenishing the solvent subsequent

to evaporation restores the initial peak distribution (Figure 4.3). We find the high G peak

is more intense in dilute solutions (1 mM) whereas the low G peak is more intense in

concentrated solutions (10mM) in both trichlorobenzene and trimethoxybenzene solvents

(Figures 4.4 and 4.5). At 1 mM in 1-bromonapthalene (1-BN), however, the high G peak is

conspicuously absent (Figure 4.2d, red).

Figure 4.4: Conductance histograms of 1 in solvent 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) with
initial concentration 1 mM (left) and 10 mM (right). “Add solvant” is constructed from
data of last 5000 traces collected. We see that at 10 mM, the measurement nears the upper
limit of the shifting peak distribution towards the low G state.

We attribute the low G state in 1 to sulfur-to-sulfur conductance because its

conductance-displacement profile is nearly identical to that of dimethylsilane 2 (Figure

4.6a).78 We hypothesize that the high G state represents a junction where current flows

between one of the sulfides and the silacycle (Figure 4.7a). This junction geometry is
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Figure 4.5: Conductance histograms of 1 in solvent 1,2,4-trimethoxybenzene (TMB) with
initial concentration 1 mM (left) and 10 mM (right) compared with TCB.

consistent with the shorter elongation length of the high G state. Furthermore, it ex-

plains the lack of the high G peak in 1-bromonapthalene. We have previously shown that

1-bromonaphthalene binds much more strongly to undercoordinated Au sites relative to

chlorinated and ethereal solvents.278 Accordingly, the absence of the high G state suggests

that bromonapthalene molecules are preventing the formation of the weak Au−silacycle

contact in the high G geometry. This Au−silacycle interaction must also be weaker than

the Au-SMe linkage because the low G state is unaffected in the 1-BN experiment. Indeed,

we find that the Au−silacycle conduit is too fragile to form on its own, as monosulfide 3

has no measurable conductance (Figure 4.6b). The secondary Au−SMe linkage is there-

fore necessary to organize the silacycle onto a nearby Au atom. Because the Au−silacycle

interaction is easily disrupted, the high G state only occurs if the Au atoms that span

the auxiliary sulfide and silacyclobutane linkages are uncoordinated, thus explaining the

concentration dependence in trichlorobenzene: at high concentrations, there are signif-

icantly more Au atoms coordinated by stronger sulfide linkages and, therefore, a lower

probability that the high G junction geometry can be accessed (Figure 4.7b).
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Figure 4.6: (a) Conductance histograms of 2 in TCB. (b) Conductance histogram of 3. No
conductive junction is observed for 3 in TCB at 1 mM concentration.

Figure 4.7: (a) In dilute conditions, an auxiliary sulfur group organizes the Au−silacycle
conduit. (b) At higher concentrations, more molecules assemble on the electrode surface
and the weak Au−silacycle conduit is more easily displaced. (c) A schematic explaining
the non-adiabatic nature of single-junction switching.
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The switching statistics from the elongation and compression experiments are also

consistent with this explanation. Switching from high to low G is frequent (65%) because

the molecule is easily pulled out of the Au−silacycle interaction to the more stable low G

conformer at Δx = 0.6 nm. Switching from low to high G is less frequent (13%) because

there is poor incentive to form the Au−silacycle complex, as there are other geometries the

low G state can adopt at Δx = 0.4 nm (Figure 4.7c). This model for our high G state is also

supported by the bondings of others279,280 who have shown that ethynyltrimethylsilanes

form self-assembled monolayers on gold surfaces through Au−silane interactions.

The Au−silane conduit observed here is specific to highly strained silicon rings. The

STM-BJ measurement of less strained silacyclopentane 4 (CH2−Si−CH2, 96°) gives a single

conductance peak at 5.1 × 10−5 G0 corresponding to the low G state and analogous to

dimethylsilane 2 (Figure 4.8a). We also find this high G state is not a generality of strained

four-membered rings. All-carbon cyclobutane analog 5 gives a single conductance peak

(1.7 × 10−4 G0) close in magnitude to that for bis((4-methylthio)-phenyl)methane 14 (1.2 ×

10−4 G0 (Figure 4.8b)). Cyclobutane 5 is significantly strained, with a ring angle of 87° in

the crystal structure. The fact that cyclobutane 5 does not yield a secondary conductance

state highlights a fundamental difference between carbon and silicon: though 1 and 5 are

structurally analogous, the electronics of strained silicon enables coupling between the

gold electrode and silacycle.

Conductance in these molecular systems typically occurs through tunneling, which

is strongly distance dependent.274 TheAu−silacycle interaction provides a shorter conduit

relative to the distal methyl sulfide, thereby enabling high conductance even in struc-

tures that do not typically conduct. Previously we demonstrated that tetramethyldisilox-
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Figure 4.8: Conductance histogram of (a) 1 in 1 mM BN, 2 and 4 in 1 mM TCB, (b) 5 and
14 in 1 mM TCB, (c) 6 and 7 in 1 mM TCB, (d) 8 in 1 mM TCB, 1 in 1 mM and 10 mM TCB.

ane 6 does not form conductive junctions because the oxygen atom disrupts delocaliza-

tion across the molecule in the orbital most commonly ascribed to S-to-S conductance

(HOMO).78 DFT calculations show that the HOMO of bis(cyclobutyl)disiloxane 7 is simi-

larly localized on one end of the molecule. We find that disiloxane 7 gives a high G peak

(2.5×10−4G0) that strongly diminishes with increasing concentration (Figure 4.7c). These

results can be rationalized if the silacycle is an electronic contact that opens an alternative
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conductance pathway.

We find that steric encumbrance near the silacyclobutane disables the Au−silacycle

interaction and suppresses the high G state. We install ortho-methyl groups in silacy-

clobutane 8 to simultaneously frustrate arene rotation146,281 and restrict the Au−silane in-

teraction. Accordingly, the STM-BJ measurement of 8 yields a single, sharp, low G peak

(7.6 × 10−5 G0, Figure 4.7d). We can also tune the high G state’s sensitivity to concentra-

tion by modifying the structure of the gold-molecule chelate. Butyl-linked 9 gives both

high (3.1 × 10−4 G0) and low G (1.8 × 10−5 G0) peaks at 1 mM (Figure 4.9a). As solvent

evaporates, the high G peak in 9 disappears entirely (darkest blue line) and resembles the

analogous dimethylsilane 10 (2.6 × 10−5 G0). This is in contrast with 1, where the high

G state is still accessible at higher concentrations. Like 1, we find the high G peak in 9

re-emerges when solvent is replenished. These molecules demonstrate that the behavior

of the high G state - whether it diminishes completely or does not appear at all, can be

tuned by changing the linker structure.

To elucidate the conductance mechanism in these monosilane systems (and particu-

larly the strained silanes), we synthesized 11 and 12 with meta-thioanisole linkers. Pre-

vious studies have shown that molecular wires with meta-substituted linkers are poor π-

conductors due to quantum interference effects,45,47,282,283 in which the nodes at the meta-

position prevent the distal sulfur pπ orbitals from coupling through the molecule. Our

own investigations of oligoenes,283 inorganic clusters,284 fluorenes,178 and longer silanes

(Figure 4.10) have shown that while molecules with para-substituted thioanisole linkers

strongly conduct, meta-substituted linkers yield little to no conductance. In the monosi-

lanes studied here, we find that the magnitude of conductance is not significantly affected
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Figure 4.9: 1D histograms of (a) 9 and 10; (b) 11 and 12. (a) For 9, the lightest line compiles
the first 2000 traces while the darkest line compiles the last 2000 traces over 15 000 traces.

by whether the thioanisole linkers are para- or meta-substituted. Meta-linked 11 gives

two sharp conductance peaks (2.7 × 10−4 G0, 1.4 × 10−5 G0) similar to the high and low G

states for 1 (Figures 4.9b). Dimethylsilane analog 12 furnishes a single peak (1.7 × 10−5

G0) similar to the low G state in 11. Conductance in 11 and 12 implies the σ-framework

is the dominant conduit for diarylmonosilanes. The presence of the high G state in 11

further suggests the strained silane ‘shorts’ end-to-end conductance.

Conclusion

The silacyclobutane family is useful in silicon-directed organic synthesis. The Lewis acid-

ity at the silicon center activates an array of organic transformations that are otherwise

difficult to achieve with unstrained silanes.285–287 This Lewis acidity implies that the Si−C

bond is strongly polarized toward the carbon. We speculate that it is these vicinal car-
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Figure 4.10: 1D histograms of bis(3-thioanisole)tetramethyldisilane 20, which does not
yield conductive junctions.

bons or polarized Si−C bonds that contact the gold electrode and propose that the Lewis

acidic properties of silacyclobutanes in organic reaction chemistry manifest here as a new

conductance state. Drawing such an analogy between reaction chemistry and molecular

electronics opens the possibility that the vast store of synthetic methodology can be ap-

plied to create new types of molecular devices.

We demonstrate here for the first time that strained silanes couple directly to gold

electrodes. This coupling enables strained silicon molecular wires with alkyl sulfide link-

ers to conduct through two distinct pathways: sulfur-to-sulfur and sulfur-to-silacycle.

We find that the molecular wire ‘chooses’ its conductive pathway based on the surface

environment of the Au electrodes. Furthermore, we can controllably switch from the high

to low G state in a single junction by modulating the tip−substrate distance. Our studies

here uncover the electronic effects of straining silicon at the molecular level and provide

a foundation for the realization of strained silicon molecular components.
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Elongation and Compression Experiments Details

Here, we describe our modified STM-BJ studies regarding the junction elongation and

compression experiments, as detailed in Figure 4.2b. We begin both experiments by reach-

ing a gold-gold contact of 5G0 to ensure a new Au point contact configuration each time.

We then pull out the gold tip (20nm/s) to the desired tip-substrate displacement and hold

the tip for 70 ms. In the elongation experiment, we pull the tip for another 0.2nm. In the

compression experiment, we push back for another 0.2nm. We hold for another 70ms,

then pull until junction breaks. The push/pull 0.2 nm distance was chosen based on the

difference in extension displacement between the high and low G molecular plateaus, as

seen in Figure 4.2a. The high G state was defined by a range between log(G/G0) = -2.9

to -3.7; the low G state was defined by a range between log(G/G0) = -3.7 to -5.2. Traces

starting in the high G state during the first hold period were selected for the elongation

experiment; traces starting in the low G state during the first hold period were selected

for the compression experiment. We used the same range to determine whether we were

observing the high or low G state in the second hold period.

We used an algorithm to select traces based on this criteria from a set of 20,000 traces

for both the elongation and compression experiments. We started our measurement at 1

mM, and every 5000 traces, we added solvent to the experimental setup to maintain a

dilute concentration. 2-dimensional histograms are shown in Figure 4.11 for the selected

traces from the elongation and compression experiments.

Elongation: Among 2200 traces selected with the criteria stipulated above, 254 traces

(12%) show no switching after pulling the gold tip by 0.2 nm, 1435 traces (65%) switch from
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Figure 4.11: 2D histograms of (Top) Elongation and (Bottom) Compression conductance
measurement of 1. Conductance traces were categorized into (Left) “Junction Switching”,
(Middle) “Junction Breaking” and (Right) “No Switching” three groups.

high to low G state, and the remaining 511 traces (23%) result in a junction break.

Compression: 638 traces demonstrated a molecule bridging the gap in the low G

conformer during the first hold. 446 of these traces (70%) resulted in no switching after

pushing the tip from 0.6 to 0.4 nm, 86 traces (13%) showed switching from low to high G

state, while the remaining 106 traces (17%) resulted in a junction break.
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4.2 Ring-Strained Disilanes Creates High

Conductance Pathways by Way of Direct σ Si−Si to

Au Coordination

Preface

This section is based on the manuscript entitled High-Conductance Pathways in Ring-

Strained Disilanes by Way of Direct σ-Si–Si to Au Coordination by Nathaniel Kim, Haixing

Li, Latha Venkataraman, and James Leighton published in JACS.16 Nathaniel Kim of Prof.

Leighton’ group synthesized and characterized all compounds. I performed the conduc-

tance measurements and data analysis.

Abstract

A novel and highly conducting electronic contact between a strained disilane and Au is

demonstrated through scanning tunneling microscope-based single molecule measure-

ments. Conformationally locked cis diastereomers of bis sulfide anchor-equipped 1,2-

disilaacenaphthenes readily form high-conducting junctions in which both sulfide an-

chors bind in a bipodal fashion to one gold electrode, providing enough stability for a

stable electrical contact between the Si-Si σ bond and the other electrode.

Introduction

The advent of reliable methods to measure single molecule conductance through metal-

molecule-metal junctions83,274,288,289 has inspired efforts to probe molecular and electronic
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structure-conductivity relationships as well as the nature of the interaction between the

anchor or contact groups and the electrodes.254 While typically the anchor groups (i.e.

sulfides and amines) both mechanically and electronically couple to the electrodes, it has

also been demonstrated that different structures within a molecule can serve as mechani-

cal and electronic anchors.10,277 For example, the work of Su et al. showed that sulfides can

serve as a mechanical anchor while a silacyclobutane group formed the electrical anchor

enabling a high conductance pathway through the molecular backbone.10 Here, in an ef-

fort to further explore and elucidate strained silacycle-electrode interactions, we have ex-

amined the conductance properties of sulfide anchor-equipped 1,2-disilaacenaphthenes,

and find that a novel bipodal molecule to gold substrate bindingmode enables the strained

high energy Si-Si σ bond to form a stable electrical contact without a mechanical anchor.

Results and Discussion

Bisthioanisole substituted 1,2-disilaace-naphthenes 1 (trans) and 2 (cis) (Figure

4.12) were synthesized by adapting known procedures for the synthesis of 1,2-

disilaacenaphthenes.290–292 Though we have thus far been unable to obtain crystals of ei-

ther 1 or 2, we calculated their structures using the B3LYP functional and the 6-31G**

basis sets with Jaguar. In contrast to acenaphthene which manifests angle strain at the 1

and 8 positions of the naphthalene, the far longer Si-Si bond (2.35 and 2.29 Å for 1 and

2, respectively) results in angle strain at silicon (C(Np)-Si-Si bond angles = 92° for both 1

and 2), which raises the energy of the Si-Si σ bond.

The conductance properties of disilanes 1 and 2 were evaluated using the scan-

ning tunneling microscope-based break junction (STM-BJ) technique.8 While the trans
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Figure 4.12: 1,2-Disilaacenaphthenes 1 and 2, and the DFT-optimized structures (H atoms
omitted for clarity).

diastereomer 1 showed only a single low conductance peak (low G) at 4.0 x 10−5 G0 at-

tributable to the sulfur to sulfur pathway (Figure 4.13a), the cis diastereomer 2 showed a

prominent high conductance (high G) peak at 1.4 x 10−3 G0 along with a less prominent

low G peak at 1.9 x 10−5 G0 (Figure 4.13b).

Figure 4.13: 1D and 2D conductance histograms generated from 13,500 and 20,000 con-
ductance traces measured at an applied voltage of 250 mV without any data selection for
(a) trans disilane 1 and (b) cis disilane 2.
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The low G band for 2 could be readily attributed to the sulfur to sulfur pathway

(Figure 4.14a), but the origin of the prominent high G band was less immediately clear.

The shorter displacement value (∼0.4 nm) associated with the high G band is indicative

of a conduction path from the silacycle to one of the SMe groups,10 but a binding ar-

rangement with the non-conducting thioanisole serving as a mechanical anchor on the

silacycle-contacting electrode (in analogy to the silacyclobutane) was difficult to envision

given the∼4° dihedral angle of the thioanisole groups around the Si-Si bond. Conversely,

this rigid co-planar arrangement of the thioanisole groups suggested the possibility that

both sulfurs bind to one of the gold electrodes in a bipodal fashion, with the strained high

energy Si-Si σ bond in contact with the other electrode (Figure 4.14b). Such a bipodal

binding mode would be expected to greatly reduce the entropic cost associated with sus-

taining a stable contact between the weakly donating Si-Si σ bond and the gold electrode.

It is possible as well that the naphthyl group and/or the methyl groups provide additional

stability through van der Waals interactions with the gold electrode.83

Figure 4.14: (a) The low G sulfur to sulfur junction for 2. (b) Bipodal binding of both
thioanisole groups to one gold electrode with the other making direct electrical contact
to the Si-Si σ bond.
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In an effort to further elucidate the nature of the silacycle-electrode contact, we pre-

pared disilaacenaphthenes 3 (trans) and 4 (cis) in which one of the thioanisole groups has

been replaced with a -C6H4CH2SCH3 group. As shown in Figure 4.15a and d, the 1D and

2D histograms for 3 revealed two conductance bands at 1.6 x 10−5 and 3.5 x 10−4 G0, while

the 1D and 2D histograms for 4 showed two similar conductance features at 1.8 x 10−5 G0

and 3.4 x 10−4 G0 (Figure 4.15b and d). In the latter case, a concentration dependence was

noted as the first 16,000 traces showed primarily the high G band, while the last 10,000

showed mainly the low G peak (Figure 4.15c, e and f).

Figure 4.15: 1D conductance histograms for (a) trans disilane 3, (b) combined traces for cis
disilane 4, and (c) traces split into two groups (first 16,000 and last 10,000) for cis disilane
4. 2D conductance histograms for (d) trans disilane 3 and (e)(f) cis disilane 4. (e) is made
from first 16,000 traces; (f) is made from last 10,000 traces.

As with 1 and 2, the displacement values associated with the low G peaks of 3 (∼0.8
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nm) and 4 (∼0.6 nm) are consistent with the sulfur to sulfur pathways and each is, as ex-

pected due to the addition of a methylene group, ∼0.1 nm longer than the corresponding

values for 1 (∼0.7 nm) and 2 (∼0.5 nm) respectively. The displacement values associ-

ated with the high G peaks are both 0.4 nm, once again indicative of silacycle to sulfide

conduits. For 3, this may be understood as shown in Figure 4.16a, with the alkyl sulfide

serving as a mechanical anchor in analogy to the high G configuration of the silacyclobu-

tane.10 Conversely, we suggest that the cis isomer 4 binds in a bipodal fashion similarly

to 2, with conduction proceeding primarily or exclusively through the thioanisole group

(Figure 4.16b). The significant drop in the high G to low G ratio relative to 2 is easily

rationalized within this framework as the added methylene group is expected to increase

the entropic cost of sustaining the weak Si-Si to Au electrical contact, while the observed

concentration dependence may be understood as a consequence of the alkyl sulfide bind-

ing more strongly to the gold substrate: at high concentrations, the surface is saturated

with alkyl sulfides leaving no available coordination sites for the less strongly binding

aryl sulfides.

The conductance switching characteristics of 2-4 upon junction elongation support

the proposed high G binding configurations. We used a modified ramp in which the high

G junction was established and then elongated by 0.2 nm, and analyzed the impact of

elongation on the junction conductance in large data sets of 3000-6000 traces (Figures

4.18-4.21). For both 2 and 4, a switch from the high G to low G state was observed in

37% of the traces (Table 4.1), while in the majority of traces the high G junction was

either maintained (11% and 23%) or broken (54% and 40%). In contrast, trans 3 showed

the high G to low G switch in 65% of the traces, which is exactly the same number as for
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Figure 4.16: (a) Junction binding model for the high G state of 3, with mechanical anchor-
ing by the alkyl sulfide stabilizing the weak Si-Si to gold contact. (b) Junction binding
model for the high G state of 4, with bipodal sulfide binding to one electrode stabilizing
the weak coupling of the Si-Si bond to the other gold electrode.

the silacyclobutane.10 In these cases, the energetic cost of the high G to low G switch is

expected to be minimal as the mechanically anchoring sulfide need only slide across the

gold surface, consistent with the high frequency (65%) of the switch. Conversely, given the

proposed bipodal binding configurations, the energetic cost of the high G to low G switch

for 2 and 4 is expected to be significantly higher as it requires one of the thioanisole-Au

contacts to break and a significant degree of molecular reorientation, consistent with the

lower frequency of the high G to low G switch.

Table 4.1: Switching percentages for Molecules 2-4 in the push-pull experiments.
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Figure 4.17: Piezo displacement plotted versus time for the push-pull experiment. We
elongate the molecular junction, hold the junction in place for 0.05 s, first stretch the
electrodes by 2 Å (or 1 Å), hold the junction at this new displacement for another 0.1 s,
next compress the electrodes by 2 Å or 1 Å, then repeat this one more time and finally
retract the electrodes until the junction breaks.

Figure 4.18: 2D histograms constructed from the measured traces on cis disilane 2 with
0.1nm stretch/compress distance. Vertical dashed lines indicate the high and low con-
ductance peak range for cis disilane 2. Left: 2D histogram demonstrates a high-to-low
switching during the first pulling. Middle: 2D histogram demonstrates a sustaining junc-
tion in the first pulling. Right: 2D histogram demonstrates a breaking junction in the first
pull.

The magnitudes of the high G conductance bands for 3 and 4 (3.5 and 3.4 x 10−4 G0)

are nearly identical though significantly smaller than that of the high G band for 2 (1.4

x 10−3 G0). The proposed high G binding modes for 2-4 are consistent with these data

as 3 and 4 conduct primarily or exclusively through a single Si-C6H4-SMe pathway (in

close analogy to the high G pathway (4.2 x 10−4 G0) for the previously described silacy-
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Figure 4.19: 2D histograms constructed from the measured traces on cis disilane 2 with
0.2nm stretch/compress distance. Vertical dashed lines indicate the high and low con-
ductance peak range for cis disilane 2. Left: 2D histogram demonstrates a high-to-low
switching during the first pulling. Middle: 2D histogram demonstrates a sustaining junc-
tion in the first pulling. Right: 2D histogram demonstrates a breaking junction in the first
pull.

Figure 4.20: 2D histograms constructed from the measured traces on trans disilane 3with
0.2nm stretch/compress distance. Vertical dashed lines indicate the high and low con-
ductance peak range for trans disilane 3. Left: 2D histogram demonstrates a high-to-low
switching during the first pulling. Middle: 2D histogram demonstrates a sustaining junc-
tion in the first pulling. Right: 2D histogram demonstrates a breaking junction in the first
pull.

clobutane10), while 2 conducts through two such pathways in parallel (we note here that

Breslow, Venkataraman and Hybersten have demonstrated that the conductance through

parallel components can be more than twice that of the corresponding single component

circuit293).
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Figure 4.21: 2D histograms constructed from the measured traces on cis disilane 4 with
0.2nm stretch/compress distance. Vertical dashed lines indicate the high and low con-
ductance peak range for cis disilane 4. Left: 2D histogram demonstrates a high-to-low
switching during the first pulling. Middle: 2D histogram demonstrates a sustaining junc-
tion in the first pulling. Right: 2D histogram demonstrates a breaking junction in the first
pull.

Taken together, these data strongly support the conclusion that the primary electri-

cal contact made in the high G binding modes is to the Si-Si σ bond. This makes sense

in light of demonstrations of transition metal catalyzed additions of the strained Si-Si

bond of 1,2-disilaacenaphthenes across reactive pi systems294–296 (e.g. benzyne) which

presumably proceed by way of oxidative addition of the Si-Si bond to the metal center and

which may be preceded by σ-complex formation. Indeed, a copper to Si-Si σ-complex has

been characterized,297 and oxidative addition of a gold(I) species to a Si-Si bond has been

demonstrated.298,299 Other than the silacyclobutane10 and the compounds reported here,

the only previous report of a direct contact between silicon and a gold substrate is Fichou

et al.’s demonstration that alkynyltrimethylsilanes can form self-assembled monolayers

on gold surfaces,279,300 but the detailed nature of the Si-Au interaction is still under inves-

tigation.280,301,302 Our work clearly evidences a direct Si to Au contact in single molecule

circuits and provides a well-precedented framework to understand that contact as being
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a metal to Si-Si bond σ-complex.303

Conclusion

Though conductance through multipodal (typically tripodal) anchor groups has been

demonstrated,304–307 our work also establishes a new strategy to leverage the reduction

in entropic costs that derive from multipodal anchoring to stabilize otherwise too-weak-

to-form electrical contacts between weak donors and metal electrodes. This strategy may

prove generalizable beyond strained silacycles, and may provide a platform to explore

reactions such as oxidative addition at the single molecule level.
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Conclusion

Over these four chapters, we have shown a rich new vein of research in single molecule

conductance based on silicon molecular systems. Scanning Tunneling Microscope Break

Junction has been the key experimental technique in these studies, allowing us to probe

the fundamental transport physics of a metal-molecule-metal junction. We were driven

by the following question: how will the charge transport properties of the silicon change

as the active regions transition from microscale to molecular scale? By applying our un-

derstanding of the chemistry of the molecules, we hope to synthetically engineer function

into devices built from silicon based molecules.

We first describe a single molecule approach to address the fragility of the low-κ

dielectrics. Instead of studying bulk dielectrics that contain a number of different in-

terconnected chemical bonds, we synthesize molecular analogs of the low-κ dielectrics

containing one chemical bond and measure their breaking probabilities under an applied

voltage. In the assessment of molecular backbones that consist of C—C, Si—Si, Ge—Ge,

Si—C, and Si—O bonds, we found that Si—Si and Ge—Ge bonds both rupture under an

applied voltage above 1V. In contrast, C—C and Si—C do not rupture. We additionally

designed the disilaacenaphthene system of which the bond-ruptured species would still

constitute an intact junction and could thus conduct through an alternate pathway. By
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probing the tunneling current of the broken junctions of disilaacenaphthene, we show

that the Si-Si bond ruptures under high bias and this bond cleavage yields a new conduc-

tion pathway through the naphthyl group. We further investigate the bond rupture mech-

anism using ab initio calculations and molecular dynamic simulations and show that the

tunneling electrons excite the molecular vibrational modes leading to the bond rupture.

Forming a stable molecular junction and then inducing the breaking of chemical bonds

through the application of external stimuli elucidates the weak-link in the dielectrics and

enables studies of fundamental reactions at the single molecule level.

We study the electrical properties of silicon at the molecular scale by carrying out

conductance measurements on linear silanes and germanes. Silanes and germanes termi-

nated withmethyl sulfide linker groups show a slower decay in conductance with increas-

ing length than the alkanes, demonstrating a more effective charge transport through Si

—Si and Ge—Ge bonds than the analogous C—C bond. Surprisingly, these strongly

coupled Si—Si and Ge—Ge σ-bonds display a unique mode of molecular conductance

switching by a mechanical modulation of the junction distance. This molecular switch-

ing in oligosilanes and oligogermanes is caused by a stereoelectronic effect of the two

terminal dihedral angles that couple the molecule to the gold electrodes. This finding

showcases how the principles of mechanistic chemistry can be applied to create func-

tionalities in single molecule electronic devices. Moreover, we explored different metals

as the contact electrodes to form single molecule junctions with thiol-terminated silanes.

We found that unlike many other molecular systems, Ag-molecule-Ag junctions show

higher conductances than either Pt-molecule-Pt or Au-molecule-Au junctions.

Next, we expand our single-molecule conductance study from linear silanes to sili-
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con rings. A di-substituted ring can have the two substituents on the same side of the ring

or opposite side of the ring, a phenomenon referred to as isomerism. Additionally, each

silicon ring isomer has numerous conformations. In order to determine how isomerism

and each isomer’s conformations affect electron transfer in molecular components, we

choose five-membered silicon ring as a sample system to perform single molecule con-

ductance measurement. We discover that the conductance of the isomers is facilitated or

inhibited by their conformation, and the measured broad conductance peaks are a result

of multiple conformations. This information is important as we continue to explore the

electronic properties of other cyclic silanes.

We embed silicon rings - including four-membered and five-membered rings and 221

and 222 bicyclics - in a silicon molecular wire and measure their electron transport prop-

erties. We find that the four-membered ring has a similar conductance as its linear coun-

terpart; the rest show much lower conductances than their linear versions. In particular,

the conductance of one bicyclic silane is extremely low. Density functional theory cal-

culation shows a clear anti-resonance close to the Fermi energy, indicating a destructive

quantum interference feature in this system. This finding provides us with experimental

evidence that the quantum interference effect also exists in σ-bonded molecular wires.

Lastly, we provide two examples of high-conducting pathway in silanes by incorpo-

rating strain into themolecule. The first is the strained silacyclobutane. With this strained

silacycle, the molecular wire conducts not only from the terminal sulfur-to-sulfur, but

also from sulfur-to-silacycle. Therefore we observe two conductance features, and we

can switch between the two conductance states in a single molecule junction by modu-

lating the tip−substrate electrode distance. The second is disilaacenaphthene terminated
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with thioanisole groups. With a ring-strained disilane, a novel bipodal binding mode is

realized wherein both thioanisole groups coordinate to the gold substrate. Such contact

constitutes a clear example of a direct Si to Au contact in single molecule circuits and

enables a more efficient pathway for charge transport.

The work presented in this thesis details a deeper understanding of the fundamental

transport physics of silicon at the single molecule level. This knowledge is critical as

silicon electronics is now entering the sub-nanometer scale. From a wider perspective,

this research has proven that the understanding about reaction chemistry of themolecular

components can be applied to design functional ultraminiaturized electronics.
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